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PEOPLE DO NOT DECIDE
TO BECOME EXTRAORDINARY.
THEY DECIDE TO ACCOMPLISH

EXTRAORDINARY THINGS.

On May 29, 1 953, at 1 1 :30 a.m., Sir Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay became the first men

to stand on the summit of Mount Everest. But the top of the mountain was just the beginning of Sir

Edmund's journey. More than half a century later, his efforts have resulted in the construction of

schools, hospitals, medical clinics, bridges and freshwater pipelines for the people of the Himalayas.

He may have left his footprint on a mountain, but he put his indelible imprint on the world.
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THE NATURAL MOMENT

See preceding two pages

Expect blow flies,

flesh flies, cof-

fin flies, and other

kinds of carrion

flies to come caU-

ing not long after

death does. Female

blow flies usually

arrive first, driven

to lay their eggs in

the still-juicy flesh

of a corpse. By homing in on telltale

odors, such as those of sulfur and the

aptly named putrescine and cadav-

erine, they can detect a dead body

more than a mile away.

But how do the flies confirm such

indirect signs of death? Well, they

don't. Drawn by odors to an open,

infected wound on an otherwise

healthy animal, the flies will lay their

eggs anyway. Upon hatching, the

maggots, more discerning than their

parents, eat only necrotic tissue—one

reason why humans use them as al-

ternatives to surgery and antibiotics.

The adult flies' morbid zeal has

proved useful to several thousand

plant species (and many kinds of fun-

gi) . The plants have evolved to smell

remarkably like cadaverous flesh;

some even resemble skin in color

and texture. Most of the flowering

species—such as the carrion flower

pictured here, Stapelia gigaiitea—dupe

flies into pollinating them, which

leaves the maggots to starve on the

petals in search of real meat.

AS a forensic entomologist, Susan

Gruner of the University of Flor-

ida often gets calls about blow flies.

She studies the flies' growth pat-

terns—for example how
"maggot masses" grow
faster than individual

maggots by generating

extra heat—in an ef-

fort to better pin down
an animal host's time of

death. Not surprisingly,

the calls Gruner gets

about carrion flies are

rarely from her suburban

neighbors in Gainesville, Florida.

But this summer a neighbor asked

Gruner over to see some. The flies

were attracted to a cactus-like plant

with succulent stems and a stinky

flower measuring about one foot

across. (Strictly speaking, cacti are

native only to the Americas; this

plant hails from South Africa and is

more closely related to milkweeds.)

Finding the fly scene prettier than

the usual gore, Gruner called on her

husband, photographer Michael Tur-

co. And he too found the buzzing

subjects to be amenable: mesmerized

by the flower, oblivious to his cam-

era and lighting softbox.

Gruner identifies the large fly in

the featured photograph [see previous

ttt'o pages] as a flesh fly, or "sarc"

—

short for the genus Sarcophagidae. But

the eggs, which look like grains of

rice, weren't laid by sarcs, since sarcs

bypass the egg stage and deposit lar-

vae directly. Instead, the eggs belong

to a species ofblow fly, Chrysoinya

megacephala, that Gruner also ob-

served flying around the flower.

Turco described the noxious odor

that drew so many visitors as "not very

becoming, but not anywhere near as

bad as a dead body." —Erin Espelie

Michael Turco found the fly shoot near his home
in Florida to be a Cakewalk in comparison to as-

signments he's had in Indonesia, Peru, Zambia,

and elsewhere. His trips have been featured by the

Florida Museum of Natural History, the National

Geographic Society, and the National Wildlife

Federation. Visit www.agpix.com/michaelturco

for more of his images.
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FOUNDED IN 1958

HOPE became the first private international health

organization to make a long-term commitment to

improving that vast nation's healthcare system.

Recently, Project HOPE'S Ghina Diabetes Program
was launched to increase both public and
professional awareness of diabetes and improve
,:the quality and availability of diabetes care. To
'learn more, visit www.projecthope.org.
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Mietping all peopi

live healthy lives

More than 30 million people in China are living

with a disease they know little or nothing about.

Diabetes, known for decades in many countries

as the "silent killer," rapidly has become a major

chronic disease for the Chinese.'

Project HOPE and its partners are combining

education with public awareness campaigns to

slow the spread of the disease.

The ultimate goal of the partnership is to train

Chinese nurses, physicians, and dieticians so they,

in turn, can train staff and medical professionals.

To date, more than 170,000 individuals in 32

Chinese provinces have received training.

Since the development of the BD glass syringe

for insulin delivery in 1924, BD has been a major

provider of healthcare devices and educational

please visit www.bd-com.
' Diabetes Care, 2004; World Health Organization.
^ "America's Most Admired Companies" annual survey, 2007; FORTUNE magazine, March 19, 200

BD and BD Logo are trademarks of Becton, Dickinson and Company. © 2007 BD

programs for health professionals and
diabetes sufferers. It was natural, then, for BD
to partner with Project HOPE and share its

expertise and financial support with the China

Diabetes Program.

BD is a medical technology company serving

some of the greatest needs of the global

community. Healthcare institutions, life

sciences researchers, clinical laboratories,

industry, and the general public all rely on

BD products every day.

BD—selected as one of America's Most Admired

Companies by FORTUNE magazine'— is privileged

to partner with Project HOPE and organizations

like it to protect life by addressing fundamental

healthcare issues in every corner of the world.

BD—Helping all people live healthy lives.



WORD EXCHANGE

Fishy Picture

The legend for a photograph ac-

companying the article by Eleanor J.

Sterling and Merry D. Camhi ["Sold

Down the River," 11/07] identifies a

large fish as the endangered Mekong
giant catfish (Pangasins, or Paiigasiii-

odon, gigas). It is actually a species of

Bagariiis, an unrelated and morpho-

logically very different cattish. No
one can protect species if they aren't

properly identified; let's hope that

fishers on the Mekong River don't

use the photo to decide which spe-

cies to haul on the bank.

Larry M. Page

Weerapongse Tangjitjaroen

University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida

The Editors reply: The error was

ours, not that of the authors nor of

the fishmonger who was selling the

fish. For future reference, the cor-

rect catfish is shown in the photo-

graph below.

Follow the Water
As a rancher who works with soil

and water conservation districts

across the country, I was troubled

bv some of the statistics cited bv

Sharon P. Nappier, Robert S.

Lawrence, and Kellogg J. Schwab

["Dangerous Waters," 11/07]. The
authors write that "it takes more

than fifty gallons of water to pro-

duce a single cup of milk" and give

figures of 470 gallons for a quarter

pound of hamburger and 520 gal-

lons for a cotton T-shirt. Such state-

ments imply that the water is "used

up" in its agricultural applications.

But a large part of the water used

in agriculture remains in the eco-

system, where it is withdrawn and

reused. Although there may be seri-

ous water quality issues involved,

there is no net loss of the water

quantity, simply a relocation and

some increase in transpiration.

Johnny Sundstrom

Deadwood, Oregon

The authors reply: We agree with

Mr. Sundstrom's point that there is

a minimal net loss of water when it

is used for agriculture. Water does

return to the global ecosystem, but

in what condition? For example,

after water is used to nourish a cot-

ton plant it may contain residual ni-

trogen and pesticide particles, pre-

venting it from being available for
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Clockwise starting top left: Cano Negro Wildlife Refuge: Tortuguero Park Canal Cruise: White Faced Monkey: Keel Billed Toucan; Manuel Antonio Park: Rainforest Hike

Costa Rica Natural Paradise 10 Days ^995
Call Nowfor Choice Dates

ChooseYour Tour—Only $995Caravan makes it so easy - and so

affordable - for you to explore the

magnificent rainforests, beaciies and

volcanoes of Costa Rica. Your Caravan

Costa Rica tour includes all meals, all

activities, all hotels, a great itinerary, all

airport transfers, all transportation and

excursions within Costa Rica.

A professional tour director accompanies

you for the entire tour. With naturalist

guides, see exotic birds and wildlife, hike in

jungle rainforests, view volcanoes, soak in

hot springs and cruise through

biological reserves.

Join the smart shoppers and experienced

travelers who rely on Caravan to handle all

the details while you and your family enjoy

a well-earned, worry-free vacation in Costa

Rica. Or, choose from one of our other tours,

priced at just $995. Call today.

*<The distinguished Caravan Tours

has scheduled virtually daily departures

there tliroughout January, February and

March for its escorted 10-day tour. And

what a tour it is: Usually, travelers have to

choose from among Costa Rica's beaches,

volcanoes and rain forests. This tour goes

to all those places and includes every major

sight, as well as three meals a day on all but

two days, and excellent hotels and lodges."

— Arthur Frommer's Budget Travel

"All hotels were excellent! There is no

way I would have stayed in such superior

and sophisticated hotels for the price I paid.

I am looking forward to another Caravan!??

— (Client), Salinas, California

"Caravan is ... very reasonably priced??

— New York Times

8 days Canadian Rockies and

Glacier Park

8 days Nova Scotia and Prince

Edward Island

8 days Grand Canyon, Lake Powell

Zion, Bryce

8 days Mount Rushmore, Yellowstone

and Grand Tetons

8 days California Coast and

Yosemite Park

8 days New England Fall Colors

8 days Mexico's Ancient Cultures

8 days Mexico's Copper Canyon
Round Trip Train

1 1 days Guatemala with Tikal and Copan

10 days Costa Rica Natural Paradise

1-800-Caravan Caravan.com
MOST DEPARTURES $995 PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY. PLUS TAXES AND FEES.

Call Now
For Your

FREE
28-Page

Information

Guide



Discovering the Lands of Fire & Ice

Northern Japan • Russia's Kuril Islands •

Kamchatka • Nome

Two extraordinary voyages aboard the 110-passenger

Clipper Odyssey explore the far reaches of the northwestern

Pacific— from Japan's Rishiri Island to the seldom-visited

Kurils of Russia, and from the stunning volcanoes and

pristine shores of Kamchatka to Nome.

Along the way, in the company our expert ornithologists,

witness vast numbers of seabirds—highlighted by Steller's

sea eagles, puffins, and thousands of whiskered auklets.

Plus, photograph sea otters with their pups, pods of minke

whales and orca, and fur seals that cover the beaches.

Please call us for a brochure.

Fire & Ice

Japan to Kamchatka: June 7-21, 2008

Kamchatka to Alaska: June 19 - July 3, 2008

Cofounded by Peter Harrison, world-renowned seabird expert

Tel: (800) 628-8747
|
(206) 285-4000

www.zeco.com
ZEGRAHM & ECO EXPEDITIONS

nature.net

The Blob
By Robert Anderson

I

ast summer, while cruising

l_ Alaska's fjords with the family, I

kept an eye trained on the water in

hopes of pointing out killer whales

and dolphins to my children. We
saw both, but passing by in the dark

green, sunlit waters was, above all,

an endless parade of large white

blobs. Jellyfish appeared to be the

dominant life form. In those waters

and elsewhere around the world, the

seas are experiencing massive jelly-

fish blooms, which some researchers

believe are caused by overfishing.

Please visit the magazine online

(www.naturalhistorymag.com), where

I review Web sites devoted to those

alien-looking invertebrates and their

role in marine ecosystems.

Robert Anderson is a freelance science

writer who lives in Los Angeles.

WORD EXCHANGE

potable use. Similar scenarios exist

worldwide with the production of

other agricultural goods and indus-

trial animal products, such as teedlot

beef. People in high-income coun-

tries have access to advanced water

treatment technologies and water

distribution networks, but the same

is not true for more than 1.3 billion

people worldwide. Our statements

challenge readers to consider the

environmental and health impacts

when water is redistributed to meet

the high demands of agricultural

production in a water-scarce world.

Follow the Money
The special issue "Water: The
Wellspring of Life" [11/07] did a

commendable job of highlighting a

topic that deserves more attention.

But let's confront financial and eco-

nomic realities. Cash strapped gov-

ernments don't have the resources to

save wetlands or replace leaky pipes

unless they raise taxes. Private water

suppliers hesitate to invest unless

they can recover costs quickly. Big

water users won't use water-saving

processes until the price of water

gives them an incentive to do so.

Leonard S. Hyman
Sleepy Hollow, New York

Language Savers

I read Sarah Grey Thomason's "At a

Loss for Words" [12/07-1/08] with

great interest since I am familiar with

an organization that shares similar

goals. SIL International (formerly, the

Summer Institute of Linguistics) was

founded in 1934, originally with the

purpose of translating the New Testa-

ment. Today SIL studies, documents,

and assists in promoting the use of

lesser-known and unwritten languag-

es in more than seventy countries.

Because the people who speak those

languages often live in geographic,

social, and economic isolation, study-

ing their languages results in practical

help for local people even as it con-

tributes to a broader knowledge of

linguistics, anthropology, and ethno-

musicology. Thanks to organizations

like SIL and Sarah Grey Thomason's

Society for the Study of the Indig-

enous Languages of the Americas, na-

tive peoples are being given a chance

to preserve their culture.

Gary Noel Ross

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Erratum

Seventh-grader Sydney Moore in

Vancouver, Washington, caught

a factual error in Laurence A.

Marschall's review of The Pompeii

Pop-Up ["And for the Coffee Table,"

12/07-1/08]. Mt. Vesuvius erupted

in A.D. 79, not 79 B.C. as eyewitness

Pliny the Younger well documented.

Natural History welcomes correspon-

dencefrom readers. Letters should he sent via

e-niad to nhmag@naturalhistorymag.conn or

byfax to 646-356-651 L All tetters should

include a daytime telephone number, and all

letters may be editedfor length and clarity.
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SAMPLINGS

Hybrid Headstart
The spadefoot toad, Spea bombifrons,

makes a habit of the unthinkable: mat-

ing with members of another species.

Interbreeding often produces few or no

offspring, or offspring with reduced fer-

tility, so biologists usually assume that

interbreeding females have been forced

to mate or have accidentally chosen the

wrong male. But in the spadefoot toad's

case, it seems to be no mistake.

The ranges of S. bombifrons and the re-

lated species S. multiplicata overlap in the

American Southwest and Mexico, where

both species reproduce in ephemeral ponds.

S. mu/t/p//cata tadpoles develop faster, and

so have better odds of escaping the drying

pools than do S. bombifrons tadpoles. Oc-

Do not forsake me, oh my darling: male

S. bombifrons toad calls for a mate.

casionally, S. bomb/frons females mate with

S. multiplicata males (the females pick their

partners), and the resulting hybrids, though

less fertile, metamorphose about two weeks

earlier than pure S. bombifrons tadpoles

Karin S. Pfennig of the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill suspected that fe-

male S. bombifrons toads decide whether to

interbreed based on their pond's depth

—

and the need to give tadpoles a head start.

So she placed some S. bombifrons females in

I an artificial pond with either shallow or deep

i water, and played them the calls of males

s of both species. Sure enough, the females

^ approached and touched the speaker broad-

casting calls of S. multiplicata males more

often in shallow water than in deep water.

What's more, in shallow ponds robust

females opted to hybridize less often than

skinny ones did. That makes sense, says Pfen-

nig, because a mom's condition affects her

tadpoles' ability to metamorphose. Appar-

ently, female spadefoots know just when to

break the rules. (Science) —Graciela Flores

The Secret Life of Weeds
"I bend, and break not," the

reed, in fable, tells the oak.

Break not, indeed. During the

past 150 years a European

strain of the common reed,

Phragmites australis, has

spread throughout the north-

eastern United States. It push-

es aside other plants, including

the eleven native strains of the

same species, and now threat-

ens to dominate the region's

marshlands. A recent study

has unveiled the secret to the

reed's success: P. australis poi-

sons neighboring plants from

the roots up.

Thimmaraju Rudrappa and

Harsh P. Bais of the University

of Delaware in Newark and

three colleagues discovered

that P. australis roots secrete

a chemical brew containing

gallic acid, a toxin. When they

exposed test plants of vari-

ous species to either straight

gallic acid or the reed's secre-

tions, the other plants' roots

completely disintegrated. (The

reed, it seems, is immune to

its own poison.) The European

strain of P. australis exudes

gallic acid that is about sixteen

times more concentrated than

that of a sample native strain,

they discovered, making the

invader much more effective at

knocking out competitors.

The team suspects that

P. australis might have other

concealed weapons: a deadly

microbe in its root secretions,

or enhanced resistance to ul-

traviolet light. Still, Rudrappa

and Bais hope that future stud-

ies could yet uncover a weak-

ness that will let biologists

break—or at least control—the

fabled reed. (Journal of Chemi-

cal Ecology) —Lydia Bell

'I Super weed: European strain of the common reed

'
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Brain scans show active regions during recollection of a true

memory, above left, and a false memory, above right.

Of Two IViinds

Ever remembered with certainty something that never actu-

ally happened? Most people have, but how the brain produces

such devilishly convincing, yet false, memories has long eluded

neuroscientists.

During recall of an event, the brain simultaneously processes

information in at least two regions: the medial temporal lobe,

which specializes in specific details, and thefronto-parietal net-

work, which handles the overall gist of the event. To determine

how the two regions participate in the recall of true and false

memories, Roberto Cabeza of Duke University and Hongkeun

Kim of Daegu University in South Korea gave volunteers a test

of real versus false memory while scanning their brains using

functional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI—a technique

that shows which areas of the brain are active.

The test required the volunteers to memorize lists of related

words and later to identify, in new lists, those they had already

seen. When volunteers correctly and confidently recognized

words from the original lists, they showed increased activity

in the detail-oriented medial temporal lobe. In contrast, when

they recalled, with similar conviction, words that were not on

the original lists, they showed increased activity in the fronto-

parietal network—the region that traffics in generalities.

True memories tend to be rich in sensory details, while mem-

ory illusions feel familiar but are less vivid. The distinction isn't

fail-safe, says Cabeza, but in principle it's wise to be suspicious

of vague memories. (The Journal of Neuroscience) — CF.
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Southern Africa's

Great Rail Journey
aboard Rovos Rail

August 20 - September 4, 2008

Cross Southern Africa by rail for a unique view of this land of

breathtaking beauty. During the two-week journey, renowned

historians, local naturalists and experienced guides provide

insight into the geography rich cultural heritage and abundant

wildlife in the area. Discover diamonds and wine, waterfalls and

veldt, wild elephant and native flowers. Visit Victoria Falls and

Chobe National Park. From $ 1 0,450.

AMNH Expeditions
Who You Travel With Makes A World Of Differenc

Russia by Private Train

aboard the Golden Eogle

Trans-Siberian Express
August 5 - 23, 2008

Make the epic journey from Vladivostok to Moscow aboard the

Golden Eagle Trans-Siberian Express.The thoroughly modern style

of this private train is reminiscent of the grand rail carriages of the

past. Disembark to visit large cities and little whistle-stops that

introduce the diverse people, dramatic landscapes and complex

political and social history that make Russia the intriguing country

it is today From $ 1 4,695.

^7^ Make a reservation today!

American Museum o Natural History rjj caii 800-462-8687 or

EXPEDITIONS Visit www.amnlnexpeditions.org



SAMPLINGS

Good Morning, Honey
Messmate pipefish, Corythoichthys haema-

topterus, form strong monogamous pairs

that normally endure from year to year. In

most other long-term monogamous fish

species, couples live together year-round,

but not the messmate pipefish; mates of

that species live apart, both during and

outside the May-through-September

spawning season. A new study describes

how they keep in touch: couples meet each

morning throughout the year for a brief

bout of dancing, thus renewing their vows.

Atsushi Sogabe and his graduate advi-

sor, Yasunobu Yanagisawa, of Ehime Uni-

versity in Japan, watched the pipefish per-

form their morning salutations along the

Japanese coast. Each pair met in a partic-

ular spot, usually within an hour of sunrise,

to swim side by side, sometimes arching

their bodies and crossing one another's

paths. The dances lasted about three

minutes then each fish went its separate

way for the rest of the day. The short daily

greeting is enough to l<eep pipefish cou-

ples together between breeding seasons:

barring the death or disappearance of one

Eggs coat the belly of a male messmate

pipefish (left) with his mate after spawning.

partner, couples never broke up.

Males usually arrived first at the

meeting site. In an as-yet unpublished

experiment, Sogabe—playing the anti-

Cupid—detained a number

of females to see how the jf

males would respond. m^--

He says the males waited ^^'

about a day before starting

the search for a new love.

(Journal of Ethology)

—Stephan Reebs

Emergency
Broadcast System

Marine iguanas may not be big talk-

ers—in fact, they don't vocalize at

all—but at least they're good listen-

ers. A new study shows that the wary

reptiles tune in to the alarm calls that

Galapagos mockingbirds broadcast

(for the benefit of their own kind) when

they spot a common enemy, the Gala-

pagos hawk.

On the island of Santa Fe in the

Galapagos archipelago, Maren N. Vi-

tousek, a graduate student at Prince-

ton University, and three colleagues

recorded two kinds of mockingbird

vocalizations: an alarm call and a ter-

ritorial song. The team then played

r-«it^»

Spider Insider

%s;^

1

f *s

Scans show,, from top to bottom, a

fossi/ spider from below, from the

back; and in lateral section:

Examining the guts of fossil spiders

millions of years old sounds far-

fetched, but a technique originally

developed for medical diagnostics has

been repurposed to do just that—and

with strikingly clear results.

Like a medical CAT scan, Very High Resolution

X-Ray Computed Tomography, or VHR-CT, works

by taking X-ray images along multiple axes. A

computer collates the images to depict the speci-

men both inside and out. David Penney of the

University of Manchester in England and a team

of colleagues in Belgium applied VHR-CT to a

53-million-year-old male spider encased in amber

that had been discovered in France. In spite of

the spider's small size—less than a twentieth of

an inch long—Penney and his team could subject

it to a "digital dissection." He easily identified the

spider's taxonomic family as one with living mem-

bers and recognized that it was a species new to

science, which he named Cenotextricella simohi.

VHR-CT leaves specimens intact, even as it re-

veals internal organs and structures, and it can "see"

through amber more clearly than lower-tech light

microscopy can. Those are substantial advances for

the study of minute fossils. (Zootoxa) —S.R.

Marine iguanas: expert eavesdroppers

back both sounds to groups of igua-

nas. Nearly half the iguanas raised

their heads or ran away when they

heard the alarm call. In contrast, few-

er than a third reacted to the song.

Various birds and mammals are

likewise known to heed the warnings

of other species. Those eavesdrop-

pers all make alarm calls of their own,

prompting biologists to suggest that

alarm calls may share acoustical fea-

tures that provoke reactions across

species. But the responsiveness of the

mute iguanas requires other explana-

tions: either the iguanas instinctively

know what the bird calls mean, or

they can learn over time, in Pavlovian

fashion, that the calls announce the

imminent arrival of a dreaded preda-

tor. (Biology Letters) —S.R.



Calculus Is the Exploration ofTwo Basic Ideas.

Master Them and Open a New World for Yourself!

Change and Motion: Calculus Made Clear, 2"'^ Edition, on DVD
One of the greatest achievements of

the mind is calculus. It belongs in

the pantheon of our accomplish-

ments with Shakespeare's plays, Beethoven's

symphonies, and Einstein's theory of

relativity. Calculus is a beautiful idea expos-

ing the rational workings of the world.

Calculus, separately invented by New-
ton and Leibniz, is one of the most fruit-

fiil strategies for anal)'zing our world ever

devised. Calculus has made it possible to

build bridges that span miles of river, trav-

el to the moon, and predict patterns of

population change. The fundamental insight

of calculus unites the way we see economics,

astronomy, population growth, engineer-

ing, and even baseball. Calculus is the

mathematical structure that lies at the core

of a world of seemingly unrelated issues.

Expanding the Insight

Yet for all its computational power,

calculus is the exploration of just two ideas

—

the derivative and the integral—both of

which arise from a commonsense analysis of

motion. All a 1,300-page calculus textbook

holds. Professor Michael Starbird asserts,

are those two basic ideas and 1,298 pages of

examples, applications, and variations.

Professor Starbird teaches that calculus

does not require a complicated vocabulary

or notation to understand it. "Calculus

is a crowning intellectual achievement of

humanity that all intelligent people can

appreciate, enjoy, and understand."

This series is not designed as a college

calculus course; rather, it will help you
see calculus around you in the everyday

world. Every step is in English rather than

"mathese." The course takes the approach

that every equation is also a sentence that

can be understood, and solved, in English.

About Your Professor

Professor Michael Starbird is a

distinguished and highly popular teacher

with an uncommon talent for making the

wonders of mathematics clear to nonmath-
ematicians. He is Professor of Mathematics
and a Distinguished Teaching Professor at

The University of Texas at Austin. Professor

About Our Sale Price Policy

Why is the sale price for this course so

much lower than its standard price? Every

course we make goes on sale at least once a

year. Producing large quantities of only the

sale courses keeps costs down and allows

us to pass the savings on to you. This also

enables us to fill your order immediately:

99% of all orders placed by 2 pm eastern

time ship that same day. Order before

March 20, 2008, to receive these savings.

($

Starbird has won several teaching awards,

most recently the 2007 Mathematical

Association of America Deborah and
Franklin Tepper Haimo National Award
for Distinguished College or Universit)'

Teaching of Mathematics, which is limited

to three recipients annually from the 27,000

members of the MAA.

About The Teaching Company

We review hundreds of top-rated pro-

fessors from America's best colleges and
universities each year. From this extraor-

dinary group we choose only those

rated highest by panels of our custom-

ers. Fewer than 10% of these world-class

scholar-teachers are selected to make The
Great Courses.

We've been doing this since 1990, pro-

ducing more than 3,000 hours of material

in modern and ancient history, philosophy,

literature, fine arts, the sciences, and math-
ematics for intelligent, engaged, adult life-

long learners. If a course is ever less than

completely satisfying, you may exchange it

for another, or we will refund your money
promptly.
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—
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Differential Equations
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SAMPLINGS

Seafood Shack
Today more than half the world's popula-

tion lives near an ocean, but what about

our ancestors? The remains of shellfish

dinners dispatched 164,000 years ago and

recently discovered in a South African cave

show that early Homo sapiens had adapt-

ed to a coastal lifestyle hard on the heels

of their evolutionary debut, estimated at

around 200,000 years ago. The shells pre-

date other evidence of a seafood diet by

some 50,000 years.

While excavating the cave, which over-

looks the Indian Ocean at Pinnacle Point,

a team of archaeologists led by Curtis

W. Marean of Arizona State University in

Tempe unearthed numerous shells from a

variety of species, including brown mus-

sels, snails, and limpets. A whale barnacle

turned up, too, suggesting that the cave's

inhabitants had scavenged blubber from

a beached carcass. The team also discov-

ered pieces of red ocher, probably used

as a decorative pigment, and small, flaked

stones, or bladelets. Both the ocher and

the bladelets are among the oldest arti-

facts of their kind.

It's been difficult for archaeologists to

determine when humans began exploit-

ing the marine environment because from

195,000 to 130,000 years ago, sea level

was as much as 400 feet lower than it is

today, a result of glaciation. Rising seas

later erased most traces of early coastal

occupation. Happily, Pinnacle Point

passed the ages well above the water

line. (Nature) —S.R.

r^

hi home: the cave at

Pinnacle Point, South Africa

THE WARMING EARTH

Spring Timing

Spring green-up—when plant buds burst

open at winter's end—has been arriving

ahead of schedule in the northern United

States for the past twenty-five years, as

a result of global warming. In fact, spring

has been springing progressively earlier

by about a day every three years, accord-

ing to Xiaoyang Zhang and two colleagues

at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration in Camp Springs, Mary-

land, who examined records of lilac-bloom

dates and satellite images of vegetation to

reach their conclusions.

But the trend applies only to plants up

north. In southern states, the reverse is

true: spring green-up has been arriving

later by about a day every seven years.

What's going on? Aren't southern states

experiencing global warming, too?

Absolutely, Zhang's team says, just a

little differently. The effect stems from

the fact that most plants going dormant

in autumn must remain just so cold for

just so long before they can fully re-

spond to the warmth of spring. Northern

winters, though truncated, are still cold

enough for long enough that plants can

leaf out once balmy weather returns.

But down south, cool days—already few

to start with—have diminished so much

that plants' chill requirements aren't

always met. When that happens, only ad-

ditional spring warmth can wake them;

hence southern states' progressively later

green-up. (Geophysical Research Letters)

—S.R.

Map shows the average change, from one spring to the next, in the onset of bud burst

between 1982 and 2005. The green scale indicates how much earlier (in days) buds burst,

the red scale shows how much later.

Warm and Fuzzy

For thirty years, study after study has shown

that doubling the atmospheric concentra-

tion of carbon dioxide (CO2) by the burning

of fossil fuels should ultimately raise aver-

age global temperatures between 3.5 and 8

degrees Fahrenheit. That's a wide range

—

with the effects scaling from serious to se-

vere—yet a wealth of research has failed to

narrow it much since the 1970s. A new study

explains the source of the uncertainty.

The world's climate systems are full of

feedback loops that amplify the errors in-

herent in any estimate, say Gerard H. Roe

and Marcia B. Baker of the University of

Washington in Seattle. For example, rising

CO2 levels raise air temperatures directly,

through the greenhouse effect, as well

as indirectly, as when snow and ice melt,

letting the ground absorb extra heat that

further warms the air. Even a small gap in

scientists' understanding of how the com-

ponents of climate systems affect one an-

other can result in widely differing temper-

ature predictions. Roe and Baker worked

out a mathematical description of how such

uncertainties compound, which shows that

future predictions probably won't be any

more precise than the ones we've got now.

Policymakers should find a message in

the math: there's no point delaying action

to reduce emissions in hopes that more

studies will provide a clearer picture of fu-

ture temperatures. fSciencej —S.R.
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SPECIAL RESEARCH REPORT

3oo^^^v
Effects of stress reversed

by amazing new medical device.

Now you

can enjoy the

pleasures of

stress-free

living and feel

younger in just

1 5 minutes a day.

It's surprisingly

easy with the

remarkable new medical device called

the StressEraser.

This medical breakthrough actually

reverses ergotropic tuning; the harmful

process that causes your nerves to

respond faster and more strongly to

stress; making you feel it more easily,

more quickly, more intensely.

Medical Discovery

Leads to Breakthrough in

Reducing Stress.

Medical

researchers now

know that the m."^ -^'
harmftil effects of m,M ^^>
ergotjvpic timing

are intricately

connected to the biological mechanisms

of breathing. More

importantly, they learned

that you can actually

regulate the stress-

producing activity of this

system by regulating this

basic bodily function.

To do this, Helicor,

Inc. has developed the

amazing StressEraser that

measures the effects of

breathing and guides the

user to control this basic

biological activity.

m

Compact and easy to use -

takes just 15 minutes a day.

The StressEraser is designed to fit

in the palm of your hand and is simple

to operate. All it takes is a relaxing 15

minutes right before bed each night to

adjust your breathing; then set it aside.

BEFORE: StressEraser indicators show
the presence of physical and emotional

stress and/or strained breathing.

AFTER IS MINUTES: Hannfiil stress

levels significantly reduced after using

StressEraser cues to synchronize your

breathing.

\

Your system will continue to reverse

the effects of the stress you've built up all

day - while you sleep!

Erase stress while you
sleep and feel good again

in 30 Days.*

Within two weeks you will begin to

feel a difference all day long. And within

a month, you will feel like

you did when you were

young, before the stresses

caused by ergotivpic timing,

became part ofyour life.

The StressEraser

Guarantee:

Try the StressEraser

before bed FREE for

30 nights and Helicor

guarantees you will feel

good again or simply return

it. No questions asked.

"The StressEraser is a ground-
breaking achievement In the area

of stress reduction and biofeedback."

Robert Reiner, Ph.D.

Exec. Director, Behavioral Associates

Faculty, Dept. of Psychiatry, NYU Medical Center

"I tried it... a pretty remarkable tool."

^feMSIMBC

"Now you don't have to use a $3000
machine at your doctor's."

Forbes

"You feel so relaxed yet focused."

/m^m^ GOOD MORNinic

iASyiERiCA

"9 out of 10"

"...my forehead, neck and
shoulders felt more relaxed"

S[l)etoa9t)in8ton|)09t

CALL NOW FOR YOUR
30 DAY FREE TRIAL'

866-858-5900
www.stre5seraser.com

If not completely satisfied, customer

pays only for shipping and handling.

Free Trial of the StressEraser is

available only on telephone orders.

STRESSERASER
Copyright O200S Helicor, Inc. Helicor, StressEraser, and the StressEraser logo are trademarks of Helicor StressEraser Breathwave is a registered trademark of Helicor. All rights reseived,

LAD-00083-RevC
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MEDICAL EXAMINER

The herbal remedy foxglove

Joined the ranks of modern medicine,

thanks to Its elghteenth-centuiy champion,

Dr William Withering. Would we be

better off without It?

By Druin Burch

'i^^^ffi^fj^/ is an old word for an older

problem. Afflictedf you begin to swell—first your

ankles, then your legs. Walking gets difficult, even

sitting becomes painful. Then the swelling gets so

bad your skin splits open.

The commonest cause is heart failure. Think of the

revolving door of an office building. As the door gets

older it turns more slowly. Eventually people have to

queue, spilling out onto the street. As your heart gets

feebler, your blood queues up in the same way. Under
that pressure, your veins leak fluid, which builds up be-

tween cells, pooling wherever gravity directs.

Because we have a double circulation system, there's

a double problem. Unable to get into a weakly pump-
ing right ventricle, ready to go to the lungs, deoxygen-

ated blood backs up in your extremities, and fluid col-

lects in your tissues. You swell from the feet upwards.

And instead of being pumped out to the body from
your left ventricle, oxygenated blood backs up, and

fluid gets squeezed into your lungs, filling the spaces

where air should be. You get breathless.

Doctors used to try to relieve dropsy, which today

we call edema, by making holes in people's bloated legs

to let the fluid out. That could help, a little. Anything
that reduced the amount of fluid in your body, even

leeches and bloodletting, could make you feel better.

Welcome to the world of medicine that Dr. Wil-
liam Withering knew in the late eighteenth century,

a scintillatingly brilliant time that crackled with new
discoveries, political revolutions, and the excitement

generated by the birth of the Enlightenment. Yet
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Withering lacked the charisma

of his era. He was raised in a

medical family in Shropshire,

England, in 1741, and after

four years' apprenticeship to

a local physician, he went to

Edinburgh to get his degree.

There were the typical diver-

sions: he golfed, published bad

poetry, and learned to play

the bagpipes. He loathed, in

particular, the botany he was

forced to study. Nevertheless, he

completed his degree, then set off

on a professional pilgrimage to hos

pitals around Europe.

Unfortunately, Withering's trip ended early. His

traveling companion, a healthy young man of his

own age, developed a skin infection in Paris. "An
abscess grew upon his shoulder, a fever came on,

the wound gangren'd and yesterday he died," wrote

Withering, who lived in a time when death came
suddenly and doctors were impotent.

tj/n :'n 1767 Withering began to practice. One of his

first patients was seventeen-year-old Helena Cooke.

She liked drawing flowers. While she lay sick in bed.

Withering scoured the countryside to find her fresh

subjects, apparently moved by her charms to overcome

his antipathy toward botany. It turned out to be the

start of two lifelong relationships: Withering married

his patient and acquired a lasting fondness for plants.

In 1775 worldly opportunity called on the young
couple, arriving in the overwhelming shape of Eras-

mus Darwin, pockmarked, rotten-toothed, and

enormous. He had as great an appetite for food and

free love as for science and verse. (Famous in his time

for his fertile mind and his poetry about the sex lives

of plants, he is best known these days for his grand-

son Charles.) Darwin recognized the young Wither-

ing's intellect and helped him secure the position of

town physician for Birmingham.

Combined with Darwin's friendship, the post

brought membership in a remarkable club: the Lunar

Society, named for its habit of meeting at full moons
to make traveling home safer. The Lunaticks, as they

called themselves, men like Matthew Boulton, Jo-

seph Priestley, andjosiah Wedgwood, were the lead-

ing British scientists and entrepreneurs of the day.

Hand-colored illustration of a foxglove species.

Digitalis purpurea, drawn by James Sowerfay.

It appeared in the six-volume collection Flora

Londinensis, published in the late eighteenth

century—around the time of Withering's experi-

ments with foxglove as a human drug.

Engraving of Dr William Withering made in

1801, two years after his death.

While his friends manufac-

tured Britain's industrial revolu-

tion. Withering lived conservatively.

His son described him as methodical,

known more for "steady sense and cor-

rect judgement than for the flights of

fancy or the eccentricities of genius."

His letters are fabulously dreary. But

for all his lack of glitter. Withering was

sharply observant. When his opportunity

for major discovery came, he jumped:

In the year 1775, my opinion was asked

concerning a family receipt tor the cure of

the dropsy. I was told that it had long been

kept a secret by an old woman in Shrop-

shire, who had sometimes made cures after

the more regular practitioners had failed. .

. . This medicine was composed of twenty

or more different herbs; but it was not very

difficult for one conversant in these subjects

to perceive that the active herb could be no

other than the Foxglove.

fJ^Y'ny of some twenty plants in the genus Digi-

talis, foxglove had been used as a medicine by hosts

of people, from ancient Greeks to medieval Welsh.

During the Middle Ages in Western Europe, it was

believed to cure a whole range of diseases for which

it is actually useless. In the mid-1600s, for example,

the herbalist Nicholas Culpeper recommended fox-

glove for treating epilepsy. It doesn't.

Foxglove also had obvious problems. In the six-

teenth century, a botanically misguided Dutch chef

fed his guests a foxglove omelette. Their conse-

quent diarrhea and vomiting were a good demon-
stration of the plant's milder side effects; too much
of it, and you die. In the seventeenth century, forty

years before Withering, a Frenchman investigated

foxglove's effects on a turkey. "He did not attempt

to perch," ran his poignant report on the poultry,

"he uttered plaintive cries." The bird stumbled

drunkenly for a few days, refused to eat, and died.

At medical school I was taught the blunt truth

that only inactive drugs are without side effects.

Taking a pill is like thumping the side of a misbe-

having television: you might bang the right piece

into place, but you might make things worse.

Withering knew this (minus the television anal-

ogy), worrying that "the lives of men" could be

"hazarded" by his new drug. His understanding of

medical science evoked the modernity of the Lunar
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patients (no doubt the ones whose dropsy

was caused by heart failure) got better.

Swollen legs reduced in size, breathing

was eased. Noting that patients produced

copious amounts of urine as they began

to improve, Withering suspected that

digitalis extract worked as a diuretic,

causing excess fluid to be lost as urine

and so reducing the amount of work the

heart needed to do. "It charms the shape-

less monster into man," Erasmus Darwin
wrote in his poem about it. Praise even

came from the other side of the world: a

physician from New Hampshire wrote

congratulating Withering and asking for

help in seeding the flower in America.

In 1790, with the Revolution raging

in France, Withering diagnosed himself

with tuberculosis. Over the next several

years, consumption sucked his life away.

A friend was struck by how weak he be-

came: "The flower of English physicians

is indeed withering." (Medicine has

progressed over the centuries, but puns

are as bad as ever.) In October 1799 he

died. His memorial tablet was carved

with a plant of the genus Witheringia on

one side and, separated by a terrifically

bad poem, a foxglove on the other.

e_X ^EAP

Dropsy Courting Consumption is the title that artist

Thomas Rowlandson gave to this illustration, published

in T8W. The corpulent man on bended knees could

have been among the many w/ho suffered from heart

problems: l^i^ body contrasts with the shapely statue of

Hercules in the background.

Society. It was not enough, he realized, to compile

only encouraging stories.

It would have been an easy task to have given

select cases, whose successful treatment would

have spoken strongly in favour of the medicine,

and perhaps been flattering to my own reputa-

tion. But Truth and Science would condemn

the procedure. I have therefore mentioned every

case in which I have prescribed the Foxglove,

proper or improper, successful or otherwise.

Altogether Withering wrote up 163 cases of dropsy

in which he used the plant, and the majority of those

EARTS ARE WELL EVOLVED, but not

miraculous. That means compromise

and ultimate failure. Let's say that you

hope to manufacture something with a

lifetime guarantee, a watch, for example;

you would engineer it to last a hundred-odd years, not a

thousand. Evolution is equally careful about not wasting

resources. Therefore no body part outlasts the rest, or

not by much. Even our solid skeleton weakens and fails

as we reach old age.

Modern medicine follows a similar aim, hoping to

keep any organ from failing too far ahead of the rest,

thus extending our healthy lives and compressing our

decay into the fewest possible days. The heart, how-

ever, often proves difficult to save, as muscle cells don't

divide—at least, not abundantly enough to regenerate

healthy tissue. Ifyou exercise them, heart muscle cells

might get bigger, but few or no new ones will be made.

So as you age, they can die off gradually—particularly

under the stress of high blood pressure, diabetes, or cor-

onary artery disease—or, in the case of a heart attack,

die off suddenly and potentially catastrophically. Either

way, the heart never grows back.

Foxglove—or digitalis, as the pharmaceutical com-

pounds derived from it are commonly called—works
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not by directly causing increased urination, as Wither-

ing thought, but by making the heart beat more strong-

ly and efficiently. The trouble is, drugs that increase

the strength of the heart's beats don't make it grow new
muscle; they only drive what's left a little harder. And
any coach will tell you that ifyou push any athlete too

far, you risk collapse.

When an aging heart fails and begins to pump less

blood, our bodies make a mistake. They notice the re-

duced flow, but presume we're bleeding or dehydrated.

Evolutionarily, surviving blood loss and dehydration

is more critical than extending old age. So, when the

body detects a lack of blood flow, it assumes that a lack

ofblood is to blame. In response we get thirsty and our

kidneys reduce urine output. By drinking more and

peeing less, our bodies compensate for a loss of fluid

that has not occurred—as a result, we end up with too

much. Having to pump more fluid is exactly what a fail-

ing heart needs least. Withering correctly observed that

digitalis made people feel better, yet could it have been

killing them just the same? Neither Withering nor any-

one long after him took a systematic look.

In 1997, nearly two centuries after Withering's death,

a medical trial came back with the answer. Almost

7,000 people were randomly allocated to digitalis or a

placebo for more than three years. The results: for every

thirty-nine people taking digitalis for a year, one avoid-

ed a hospital admission. The effect on mortality? Zero.

Digitalis is neither the lifesaver people had imagined nor

the killer some suspected.

e^yr h't has taken two centuries to go from hailing

digitalis as a miracle cure to wondering if using it makes
any sense at all. Some doctors feel that the harms are

hardly worth the benefits. Others continue to prescribe

it liberally, as though it really is a lifesaver. Yet for cer-

tain patients, digitalis remains modestly effective, mak-
ing them feel and function better than any razzle-dazzle

new synthetic drug. And that, even if they don't live

longer, is no small thing.

Druin Burch is a medical resident and a tutor at

the University of Oxford. His first book, Dig-

ging Up the Dead (2007), profiles the pioneering

surgeon, body snatcher, and revolutionary demo-
crat Asdey Cooper, who incidentally trainedJohn
Keats as a surgeon. Burch Uves in a village in the Cotswalds with eight

ducks and 500 of his countrymen.

Web links related to this article can be found at

www.naturalhistorymag.com
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BIOMECHANICS

Jaws Two
Moray eels grab scientific attention-

and more—witii. theirjaws.

By Adam Summers ~ Illustration by Melisa Beveridge

Moray eels, to my cei-t;iin

knowledge, will bite it

provoked. They belong to

a family of elongated bony fishes

with an impressive dental battery

(Muraenidae),and my right hand h;i

distinct impressions to prove it. My

chomping at the chopped fish 1 was

feeding to a group of groupers. The
moray's bite beached me and left me
with one good hand to gingerly eat

my meals for the next month.

Not only do bony fishes lack

hands or gripping forelimbs of any

kind to reposition their meal, they

cessing department by the total

absence of a tongue. That leaves the

converting whole prey into edi-

ble morsels. Some bony fisli sim-

ply skip playing with their food

and eat it w hole; others, like bluefish,

use cutting teeth to reduce the prey

size, then swallow each piece whole.

use a set of tools deep in their throat:

a second pair of toothy jaws that can

split, slice, tear, or crush food as it

goes down the gullet.

The back-of-the-throat choppers

are called pharyngeal jaws, and they

come in an astonishing array of sizes,

shapes, and functions—all derived

from gill arches, which hold in place

the bright-red respiratory structures

that lie behind the cheeks of most

fishes. Pharyngeal jaws are equipped

with their own set of teeth and move
completely independently of the

oral jaws. Still, tlie problem persists

ot how to move prey back from the

mouth jaws to the throat set. Suc-

tion usually works. But moray eels.

It turns out, have a way to use their

pharyngeal jaws that's pretty shock-

ins, right out of" the movie Alien.

Rita Mehta, current

University of CalI I University of California in Da-
vis, is an expert on snakes' feeding

behavior, so when she teamed up

with fish biomechanist Peter Wain-

wright, also at Davis, she focused on

the snakiest of fishes. For their body

size, moray eels can eat extremely

large prey, such as octopus, making

Mehta think there might be an in-

to choke down such huge meals. ^

Snakes have a mobile upper jaw



whiL-h cm rarchot troin left ro riglir.

.illowiiit; a sii.iko ro ""w .ilk" its he.id

down the length of its prey withont

e\er rele.ising it from the grip ot

.It least one side of the j.nvs. What

about the eels?

Mehta started by using high-speed

video to record adult reticulated

pieces of squid.The mo\ies allowed

her to really slow down the action.

\\hich showed that the food \\"as

hauled into the eel's mouth radier

jerkily. That was hard to understand,

but the mvstery deepened when an

eel ate widi its mouth particularly

wicie open—and the camera caught

a flash of something moving, some-

thing that seemed to come out ot the

thi'oat and grab the prey. The pharyn-

geal ja\\ s seemed unlikely candiciates,

since in moray eels diey are set \-ery

tar back in the body, well behind the

back of the skull.

Mehta set to finding out by using

a fluoroscope. an X-ray machine that

allows movies to be taken of mov-

ing bones. In a small glass tank that

minimized the ditficult)- of filming

through water, she ted a reticulated

moiMv a live tish.The video showed

something a litde intimidating. .\t-

ter the moray grabbed lunch in its

mouth, the pharyngeal jaws started

sliding fonvard. all die way up die

throat, uiuil their sharp teeth \\ ere

even with the eels eye.

Dissection revealed that muscles

connect the moray s upper phar\ n-

geal jaws to the skull just behind the

eves, and also run from the lower

pharyngeal jaws to the point ot die

eels chin. When the eel contracts

those muscles, the throat jaws open

and slide forward, almost our of die

mouth of the eel [>-ir illii<riii!ioii tiavss

tIicsc ruv paoci].Thc pharyngeal jaws

then close on the part of the prey

that is most deeply in the mouth and

drag it back towards the stomach.

The eels seem to use their secondary

loop its body around a victim, simi--

lar to the wa\' a pydioii does; but

rather than constricting its prey, a

nior.iy pulls its head through the

loop, holding die victim in a knot

while ripping off bite-size chunks ot

tlesh. For the vast majority ot prey

species, \\hich are too small for that,

the inorays use the Alien method,

ratcheting them down the hatch

without letting go. The strategy is

like a snake's, but niorays e\"ol\-ed to

ratchet tront to back, rather than left

A moray eel has another method

of dealing with large prey. It will

In looking at nn' scar. I now sup-

pose that I am lucky a second set

of tooth marks isn't inside the first,

reducing the utihty of my already

sad-lookinn J/'e/r/ iiiiniiiii.

Adam Summers (iUHmmers@Md.edii)

is ail associnre pivfesspr of hioeiioinceriiio

and of ecology and ei'ohaionary biology at

the Unii-ersity of California, Irvine. His

daughter is named Eleanor Elektra Lehm-

an (EEL) in part to memorialize that

snaky fish that chomped down on him.

'>'>jj;

Moray eel darts out of its lair to catch a yellow

tang. The eel has an unusual set ofjaws (purple):

they move forward to carry small fish down the

gullet. Sharp teeth on the extra set ofjaws (inset)

help to keep a constant grip on struggling prey
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WATER

Human ailments as varied as hemias, hiccups,

and choking are a legacy of our "fishy" ancestry.

BY NEIL SHUBIN



UMANS MAKE MUCH of what distinguishes

us from the apes, but we actually share so much
with fish that the comparison with apes feels

almost trivial. Once you see our similarities to

fish, all mammals start to look alike. And our

very ancient evolutionary kinship with other

animals has an impact on our lives today. The exceptional

combination ofthings we do—talk, think, grasp, and walk

on two legs—comes at a cost, the inevitable result of the

tree of life inside us.

Imagine trying to jury-rig a vintage Volkswagen Beetle

to travel at speeds of 150 miles per hour. In 1933, Adolf

Hitler commissioned Ferdinand Porsche to develop a

cheap car that could get forty miles per gallon of gas and

provide a reliable form of transportation for the average

German family: the result was the Volkswagen, a car that

remained substantially the same throughout its many years

ofproduction. Its original design placed constraints on the

ways it could be modified—engineers could only tweak

it so far before major problems arose—and it ultimately

was replaced by a conipletely new Beetle.

In many ways, humans are the fish equivalent of an

old Beetle turned hot-rod. Take the body plan of a fish,

reconfigure it to be a mammal, then tweak and twist that

mammal until it walks on two legs, talks, thinks, and has

superfine control of its fingers—and you have a recipe

for trouble. In a perfectly designed world—one with no

evolutionary history—we would not have to suffer from

hemorrhoids or easily-damaged knees. Indeed, virtually

every illness we suffer has some historical component that

can be traced back from mammals to amphibians to fish

and beyond.

You can dress up a fish only so much without paying

a price.

SPEECH COMES AT JUST such a price; sleep apnea and

choking are high on the list of problems we have to live

with in order to be able to talk. We produce speech sounds

by controlling motions of the larynx, the back of the

throat, and the tongue. All those structures are relatively

simple modifications to the basic design of a mammal or

a reptile. The human larynx, for example, is made up

mostly of cartilages that correspond to the gill arches of a

shark or fish [sec diagram on page 29]. But in humans, the

back of the throat, extending from the last molar tooth

to just above the voice box, has flexible walls that can

be widened and narrowed by relaxing and contracting a

number of muscles. The human tongue, too, is woven of

multidirectional muscle fibers that give it a remarkable

range of movement. By changing the size and shape of

the mouth cavity and the softness or rigidity ofthe throat,

we are able to modify sounds from the larynx.

Unfortunately, that flexible throat, so useful in talking,

makes us susceptible to a form ofsleep apnea that results from

obstruction of the airway. During sleep, the muscles of the

throat relax. In most people, this does not present a problem,

but in some, the passage can collapse so that relatively long

stretches pass without a breath. This, of course, can be very

dangerous, particularly in people who have heart conditions.

Snoring is a symptom of the same underlying problem.

Another trade-off of speech is choking. Our mouths

lead both to the trachea, through which we breathe, and

to the esophagus, so we use the same flexible passage to

swallow, breathe, and talk. Those functions can be at

odds, for example when a piece of food "goes down the
\

wrong pipe" and gets lodged in the trachea; our fishy
I

ancestors had no such worries. Other mammals, and
t

reptiles too, use the same structures for eating, breath- I

ing, and communicating but the back of the mouth does

not need to be so vertically spacious and flexible as ours. .:

The basic mammalian structures are arranged so that \

nonhuman animals can safely swallow while breathing. :

Tweaking the engineering to enable us to talk has left <

us peculiarly vulnerable.
\

THE ANNOYANCE OF HICCUPS also has its roots m our
\

fish and amphibian past. If there is any consolation, we i

share that misery with others. Cats and dogs, like many '•

other mammals, also get hiccups. A small patch of tissue I

in the brain stem is thought to be the center that controls
\

that complicated reflex. 1

The hiccup reflex is a stereotyped twitch that involves
j

a number of muscles in the body wall, diaphragm, neck,
\

and throat. A reflexive firing of one or two of the major i

nerves that control breathing causes those various muscles !

to contract. This results in a very sharp inspiration of
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air. Then, about thirty-five milliseconds later, a flap

of tissue in the back of the throat (the glottis) closes

the top of the airway. The fast inhalation followed by

a brief closure of the air tube produces the "hie."

Our tendency to develop hiccups is another influence

of our past. There are two issues to think about. One is

what causes the reflexive firing of nerves that initiates

the hiccup. The other is what controls that distinctive

hie—the abrupt inhalation and the glottis closure. The
nerve action is a product ofour fish history, while the hie

is an outcome of the history we share with tadpoles.

Fish first. Our brains can control our breathing without

any conscious effort on our part. Most of the work takes

place in the brain stem, at the boundary between the brain

and the spinal cord. The brain stem sends nerve impulses

to the main breathing muscles. Breathing happens in a

pattern: muscles of the chest, the diaphragm (the sheet

of muscle that separates chest from abdomen), and the

throat contract in a well-defined order. Consequently,

the part of the brain stem involved is known as a "central

pattern generator." It can produce rhythmic patterns of

nerve and, consequently, muscle activation. A number
of such generators in the brain and spinal cord control

other rhythmic forms of behavior, such as swallowing

and walking.

The problem is that the brain stem, originally control-

ling breathing in fish, has been jury-rigged to work in

mammals. Sharks and bony fish respire using muscles in

the throat and around the gills. The nerves that control

those areas all originate in a well-defmed portion of the

brain stem. We can even detect that nerve arrangement

in some of the most primitive fish in the fossil record.

Imprints of ancient ostracoderms, from rocks more than

400 million years old, preserve casts of the brain and

cranial nerves, and just as in living fish, the nerves that

control breathing extend from the brain stem.

That works well in fish, but it is a lousy arrangement

for mammals. In fish, the nerves that control breathing do

not have very far to travel from the brain stem. The gills

and throat generally surround that area of the brain. We
mammals have a different layout; our breathing is carried

out by muscles much farther away. For example, the major

nerve that controls contraction of the diaphragm—the

phrenic nerve—exits the brain stem from the base of the

skull, just as it does in fish. Then, however, it extends all

the way down through the neck and the chest cavity to

reach the diaphragm. That long path through soft tissue

is exposed and vulnerable; a rational design would have

the nerve travel through the protective spinal column and

^n\
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Shark

embryo
Human
embryo

Both shark and human embryos (a,

fa, at right) have similar gill arches

(brightly colored elements). In

sharks, the cells in these arches

become bones, nerves, arteries, and

muscles that support the gills (c);

in humans, they form the jaw, ears,

larynx, and parts of the throat (d).

^

ft

Shark gonads (testes shov/n here, e)

extend above the liver toward the

front of the animal, as they do in early

human fetuses. In male humans, and

other male mammals, the testes (f)

descend during further development;

the spermatic cords take a detour to

loop over the pelvic bone, and the

scrotum emerges as an extension of

the body, making a weak spot where

hernias can form.

Nerves that control sensation and movement exit the

spinal cord between the vertebrae in both sharks (g)

and humans (h). This arrangement works fine in a fish,

which is largely supported by water, or in an animal

that walks on four legs, so that the body's weight is

dispersed among front and back limbs. Humans, who
walk on two legs, often experience severe pain or loss

of movement when vertebrae in the lower back shift, or

when the disks between the vertebrae change shape or

rupture with age and/or disease.

S^

3
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"HE FREQUENT KNEE INJURIES PEOPLE SUEEER ARE CLEAR

EVIDENCE OETHE PITFALLS OF HAVING AN INNER FISH,

emerge nearer the diaphragm. Unfortunately, anything

that interferes with one of these nerves, such as a tumor

in the chest cavity, can block their function or cause

reflexive firing.

If the odd course ofour nerves is a product of our fishy

past, the hiccup itselfis likely the product ofour history as

amphibians. Hiccups seem to be controlled by their own
pattern generator in the brain stem: stimulate it, and you

stimulate hiccups. It turns out that this pattern generator

is virtually identical to one found in amphibians—and

not in just any amphibians, but specifically in tadpoles.

Tadpoles use both lungs and gills to breathe, and this pat-

tern generator is active when they breathe with gills. In

that circumstance, a tadpole needs to pump water into its

mouth and throat and then out across the gills, but it must

also prevent the water from entering its lungs. To keep

out the water, it closes the glottis, the flap that can seal off

the breathing tube. The central pattern generator in the

tadpole brain stem ensures that an inspiration is followed

immediately by a closing glottis. They can breathe with

their gills thanks to an extended form of hiccup.

There are additional parallels between gill breathing

in tadpoles and our hiccups. Gill breathing can be blocked

by carbon dioxide, just as hiccups can (one home remedy,

breathing into a paper bag, helps concentrate carbon dioxide)

.

Experimentally stretching the wall of a tadpole's chest

is another way to block gill breathing, just as inhaling

deeply and holding one's breath can stop hiccups. Perhaps

we could even block gill breathing in tadpoles by having

them drink a glass of water upside down.

THE HAZARDS OF TAKING a fish body and morphmg it

into a mammal show up in other specific ways. One is our

propensity for hernias, at least for hernias near the groin.

If you were to slit the belly of a shark from mouth
to tail, the first thing you'd see is liver, a lot of it. The
liver of a shark is gigantic. Some zoologists believe that

a large liver contributes to the buoyancy of the shark.

Move the liver away, and you'll find the gonads extend-

ing up into the "chest" area, near the heart [see diagram,

page 28-29] . This arrangement is typical ofmost fish: the

gonads lie toward the front of the body. In mammals,
the location of the gonads is quite different, and therein

lies the problem.

This article was adapted from Your Inner Fish: A Journey into the 3.5-BiUion-

Year History of the Human Body, by Neil Shubin, ©2008. Reprinted with

permission of Pantheon Books, a division ofRandom House, Inc. All rights

reserved. On sale in bookstores in January.

Now, it is a very good thing that our gonads are not

near our hearts (although it might make reciting the

Pledge of Allegiance a different experience). If our

gonads were in our chests, we wouldn't be able to have

babies. For males in particular, it would be a disaster.

Males continuously produce sperm throughout their

lives. Sperm are finicky little cells that need exactly the

right range of temperatures to develop correctly for the

three months they live. Too hot, too cold, and they die

or become malformed. Male mammals have a neat little

device for controlling the temperature of the sperm-

making apparatus: the scrotum.

As we know, the male gonads sit in a sac. Inside the

skin of the sac are muscles that can expand and contract

as the temperature changes. Hence the cold shower effect:

the scrotum will tuck close to the body when exposed to

cold. The whole package rises and falls with temperature.

This is all a way to optimize the production of healthy

sperm. The dangling scrotum also serves as a sexual signal

in many mammals. The problem with this arrangement is

that the plumbing that carries sperm to the penis is circu-

itous. Sperm travel from each testis through a spermatic

cord. The cord leaves the scrotum, travels up toward the

waist in front ofthe pelvis, loops rearward over the pubic

bone, and doubles back and down through the pelvis to

reach the ejaculatory duct, which empties into the urethra.

The reason for this absurd roundabout route lies in our

developmental and evolutionary history.

Our gonads begin their development in much the

same place as a shark's: up near the liver. As they grow

and develop, our gonads descend. In females, the ova-

ries descend from the midsection to lie near the uterus

and fallopian tubes. This ensures that the egg does not

have far to travel to be fertilized. In males, the descent

goes farther.

The descent ofthe gonads, particularly in males, creates

a weak spot in the body wall. To envision what happens

when the testes and spermatic cords descend to form a

scrotum, imagine pushing your fist against a stretched

rubber sheet. In this example, your fist becomes equiva-

lent to the testes and your arm to the spermatic cords.

The problem is that where once the rubber sheet was a

simple wall, you've now made another space, between

your arm and the rubber sheet, where things can slip.

This is essentially what happens in many types ofinguinal

hernias in men. Some inguinal hernias, or hernias ofthe

groin, are congenital, created when a piece of the gut

travels with the testes as they descend. Inguinal hernia
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can also be acquired: A weak spot in the body wall—the

muscular wall ofthe abdomen—can be breached, ifpushed

by a strong muscle contraction, and a loop of gut can be

squeezed to lie next to the spermatic cord.

Females are far tougher than males, particularly around

that part of the body. Because females do not have a

giant tube running through the abdominal wall, it is

much stronger than a male's.

That is a good thing, when
you think of the enormous

stresses that female body walls

go through during pregnancy

and childbirth.

HURT YOUR KNEE, and you

will almost certainly injure one

or more ofthree structures: the

medial meniscus, the medial

collateral ligament, and the

anterior cruciate ligament. So

frequent are injuries to those

three parts of the knee that

they are known among doctors

as the "unhappy triad." They
are clear evidence ofthe pitfalls

of having an inner fish. Fish

do not walk on two legs.

Rocks about 380 million

years old preserve the first

knees—in the pelvic fms of

fish. They look like a simple

hinge made of three bones.

The animals that had them were mostly aquatic, so their

"knees" didn't bear much weight. Consequently, the fm
is relatively flat and shaped almost like a paddle. Our legs

look the same way when we are in the womb, at six to

seven weeks of age. After about eight weeks of develop-

ment, a remarkable thing happens: our knees rotate so

that they face forward, flexing backwards. We can see

evidence of this shift even in our adult bodies, where

many of the nerves that supply the lower leg wrap back-

ward at the knee.

What does this mean in our daily lives? That rotation

of our knees is essential to our ability to walk: imagine

trying to amble about with your kneecap facing to the

rear. It is also a prescription for disaster. Most ofthe weight

of our body when we walk, run, and jump gets borne

on a simple hinge. To make matters worse, the hinge is

held together by a handful of strap-like ligaments, with

two cartilage pads inside. Our "unhappy triad" is another

example of the revenge of our inner fish.

LOOKING BACKTHROUGH BILUONS ofyears ofchange,

we see that everything innovative or apparently unique

in the history of life is really just old stuff that has been

recycled, repurposed, or otherwise modified for new uses.

Human hands are a modified version of mammalian
ones, which are ultimately modified fish fins. Bones in

our ears originally helped ancient sharks and reptiles

chew. The genes that control all of this structure were
originally used to build the bodies of ancient worms,
flies, and hsh. Every part of us tells this story: our sense

organs, our heads, even

our entire body plan.

While the evolutionary

history we carry within

us causes problems, it is

also a treasure trove ofpo-

tential solutions. Answers

to fundamental questions

we have—about the inner

workings of our organs,

about possible cures for

disease—will come from

understanding how our

bodies and minds have

emerged from parts com-
mon to other living crea-

tures. Already, the study

of a little w^orm called

Caenorliabdids has led to

the discovery of a new
mechanism for gene regu-

lation. That discovery, for

which the Nobel Prize

was awarded in 2006,

has spawned some of the

most promising technology for tumor suppression and

reduction ever discovered. If a cure for cancers is to be

found, it will likely be derived from that little worm. I

can imagine few things more beautiful or intellectually

profound than finding the basis for our humanity, and

remedies for many of the ills we suffer, nestled inside

some of the most humble creatures that have ever lived

on our planet.

If

A paleontologist, Neil Shubin has found
|

fossils, such as Tiktaalik, "a mosaic ot
i

primitive fish and derived amphibian,'

that throw new light on key transitions i

in evolution—from water to land, firom

reptile to mammal—and that clarity the i

origins of salamanders, dinosaurs, and '

their relatives. His expeditions have taken him to Greenland, the

High Arctic ofCanada, Argentina, China, Morocco, Nova Scotia, and

the deserts of the United States. Shubin is the provost of Chicago's

Field Museum as well as the associate dean and Robert R. Bensley

Professor ofAnatomy at the University ofChicago. Your Inner Fish:

A Journey into the 3.5-BiUion-Year History of the Human Body, is his

first book for a popular audience.

Web links related to this article can be found at

wwW.naturalhistorymag.com
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For generations Inuit have survived by closely observing

the natural world. As the Arctic environment changes, their

insights are informing science.

BY SHARl GEARHEARD

Doasled—one in a group carrying the author and

jsearch team—skirts an unseasonable patch

of open mater in the sea ice off Greenland. The

Arctic is warming about twice as fast as the rest of

the world; Inuit and other Arctic residents report

wide-ranging environmental changes, including

early break-up and late freeze-up of sea ice.

l*^KiS'':

Toku and 1 sat silently on the wooden sled, listening to the swish of

snow under the runners and the panting ofhappy sled dogs. Whiteout

conditions and blowing snow made for poor visibility. It was the end

of March, and we were traveling across sea ice from the village of

Qaanaaq on Greenland's northwestern shore to the most northerly

community in the world, Siorapaluk, about thirty-five miles away.

We and the other members ot our research team had been travel-

ing most of the day, the fifteen of us divided among seven dogsleds.

The journey was part of a project to study sea-ice changes in three

Arctic communities: Qaanaaq in Greenland, Barrow in Alaska, and

Clyde River in Canada. Inuit elders and hunters from each commu-
nity, along with scientists from Canada, Greenland, and the United

States, made up the team. The trip to Siorapaluk was a chance to

see changing patterns of sea ice that the people from Qaanaaq, the

Qaanaarmiut, had been describing to us.

The dogs pulled our sled in the tracks of other dog teams well

ahead, moving slowly but steadily through freshly fallen snow. I was

enjoying the ride and friendly conversation with Toku, a hunter and

fisher from Qaanaaq, when I happened to look down at the snow. My
heart skipped a beat. Mixed with the fresh imprints of dog paws, I

saw dark, water-filled holes. The dogs were falling through the ice,

which was only about two inches thick.

But, falling through sea ice in March? Normally the ice is much thicker

at that time of year and doesn't begin to break up for at least another

two months. Back in Qaanaaq, the Qaanaarmiut had told us that dur-

Sea ice, median 1979-2000

; Sea ice, September 2007

Inuit liomelands

Chukchi Peninsula

Alasl<a

Northwest Territiories
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Portraits of Baffin Island in Nunavut, Canada, near the Inuit town of

Clyde River. Teenagers pass a July day fishing on sea ice in the town's

protected bay, above. The ice, which lasts a few weeks longer in the

bay than on the ocean, has begun to break up and flood, but is still

several feet thick. In August, local waters are ice free, above right.

ing the last decade they've had to shift certain travel routes

from sea ice onto land and stop sea-ice travel in some areas

in May instead ofAugust because ofsuch conditions.

There on the sled it seemed we were experiencing the

changes first hand. Toku encouraged her dogs to keep mov-
ing. I realized that now was not the time to ask for a pee

break or jump off and run along to warm up. I had trav-

eled sea ice enough, and with my ow^n dogs, to keep from

panicking, but it took some focus to remain calm. Toku
smoked another cigarette. I busied myselfwith examining

her dog whip and willed the

dogs to keep pulling.

Finally we arrived safely at

Siorapaluk. Everyone helped

to unload sleds and get the

dogs tied up for the night. The
chatter soon turned to the thin

ice, and one ofthe drivers said

he had been pretty nervous

when his dogs' legs started

punching through. Most of

the Inuit on our team had

experienced similar thin-ice

conditions before; for them, it

was all part of being hunters

and traveling in the Arctic.

Everyone agreed, however,

that it was much too early in

the spring for such thin ice.

Inuit elders and hunters in Barrow, Alaska, host their counterparts

from Qaanaaq, Greenland, and Clyde River for a discussion of

changing environmental conditions in the three communities.

On the trip back to Qaanaaq the next day, the weather

was clear and we traveled under blue skies [see photograph

on preceding two pages]. With perfect visibility, we could see

where we had sledded the day before. Unsettlingly close

to our route lay huge gray patches ot thin ice and black

patches of open water. For years I'd been working with

Inuit to document changes in the Arctic environment,

but that was the first time I'd personally faced one of the

new hazards those changes often bring.

Inuit, on the other hand, are frontline observers of the

changing Arctic, confronted

regularly by its new and shift-

ing demands. The Arctic

—

ecologically defined, the region

north ofthe tree line, roughly

latitude 60 degrees north, about

450 miles south of the Arctic

Circle—has been gradually

warming since the early 1970s,

and today air temperatures are,

on average, about 2 degrees

Fahrenheit warmer than they

g were three decades ago, twice

I the global average rise in tem-

S perature. As has been widely

i reported, many Arctic glaciers

and the Greenland ice sheet are

melting at unprecedented rates

and permafrost is thawing in
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Near Clyde River sea ice typicaliy persists from November into July.

Cractis in it, such as the one shown above, often form in the same

places from year to year. Lately, however, local Inuit report that

cracks have been forming in unusual locations, perhaps as a result

of shifting ocean currents and winds.

some places for the first time. This past summer Arctic

sea ice receded to a record minimum, covering just 61

percent of the area it covered, on average, between 1979

and 2000 [see map on page 33].

The Arctic climate has always fluctuated, according to

studies ofice cores that date back some 400,000 years, from

which past temperature and atmospheric conditions can

be deduced. But the overwhelming majority of climate

scientists agree that the recent changes are almost certainly

attributable to global warming. Inuit, too, recognize the

Arctic's inherent variability—which they've observed

keenly and adapted to over the centuries—and they say

that something is indeed very different today. Changes in

snow and sea-ice conditions, shifts in the seasonal calendar,

unusual animal behavior—all exceed the familiar range

of variability, they say. As a result of their intensive use

of the environment, Inuit and other Arctic residents pick

up on many subtle changes and intricate connections that

scientific instruments cannot detect, and that scientists are

just beginning to appreciate and understand.

i

Inuit, a broad term—Inuk being the singular—includes

Inany Arctic groups, from the Yup'ik in western Alaska

and Russia to the Kalaallit in Greenland. All were once

jtnown as Eskimos, a term no longer used in most regions,

|nd they speak related languages or dialects in the Eskimo-

Aleut language family. In total, approximately 155,000

Inuit live in the Arctic, mainly in northern Alaska, Canada,

Greenland, and northeastern Russia [see map on page 33]

.

(Other indigenous groups inhabit the Arctic, too, including

the Dene and Athabaskans in North America, the Sami

in northern Scandinavia, and a dozen or so other ethnic

groups in northern Russia.)

I live and base most of my studies in Clyde River, or

Kangiqtugaapik, a small Inuit community of about 850

on the northeastern shore ofBaffin Island in the Canadian

territory ofNunavut. Nunavut—which means "our land"

in Inuktitut, the language ofthe region's Inuit—split from

the Northwest Territories to become Canada's newest

territory in 1999. Nunavut is huge, encompassing 770,000

square miles—about three times the size ofTexas. Some

29,500 people, 85 percent of them Inuit, live there,

spread between twenty-six communities. The territory

boasts a diverse landscape, from flat tundra and lakes to

dramatic mountains, fjords, and cliffs. Ten months out

of the year, from October through July, snow, ice, and

cold weather prevail in most places.

In the 1950s and 1960s, Inuit in the region moved

—

some willingly, some under compulsion—into settled

communities created by the Canadian government. But

before that they were nomadic, following the rhythms of

the seasons and the migrations of animals as they moved

between summer and winter camps. Today, many Inuit

still spend a great deal oftime out on the land and at camps

and cabins, but most live primarily in settlements. As with

many northern indigenous groups, elders belong to the last

generation to have lived most oftheir lives in the traditional

way and to retain the specialized knowledge, language.
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Inuksuk (the plural is inuksuitj near Clyde River: such humanlike figures of

rock mark travel routes, indicate important resources, or aid in hunting.

and skills needed to live

on the land.

My work has focused

on the Nunavut com-
munities ofBaker Lake,

Clyde River, and Ig-

loolik, but has recently

taken me to Alaska

and Greenland as well.

Working closely with

resident researchers and

interpreters, I meet with

elders and other local

experts to discuss envi-

ronmental changes. Often we use maps to chronicle travel

routes and the locations ofvarious changes, such as thinning

ice, dried-up ponds, and receding glaciers. I also spend a

great deal oftime accompanying Inuit as they travel, hunt,

and fish, to learn about what they observe and how they

make decisions within their environment.

Years ago, it was often difficult to get scientists to take

traditional knowledge seriously. But increasingly, climate

scientists and other researchers have been incorporating

indigenous knowledge and observations into their re-

search. A notable example is the prominent role ofArctic

indigenous communities in the International Polar Year

of 2007 to 2008, in which thousands of scientists are en-

gaged in more than 200 research projects in the Arctic and

Antarctic. Indigenous communities are contributing to

studies on biological diversity, birds, caribou and reindeer,

and human health, among other topics.

Several ofthe projects I help lead bring Inuit and scien-

tists together. One example is the sea-ice study in Clyde

River, Barrow, and Qaanaaq—called the Siku-Inuit-Hila

Project, for "sea-ice people weather" in a mix of Inuit

dialects—which contributes to several international stud-

ies. In another project, I work with Inuit hunters and my
colleagues at the National Snow and Ice Data Center at the

University ofColorado at Boulder to document changing

sea-ice offthe east coast ofBaffm Island, using both remote

Puppies of

the breed

known as the

Canadian Inuit

dog, or qimmiq,

explore the

world around

their doghouse,

behind them.

They will join

the author's

sled team when
they mature.

sensing data and Inuit

knowledge. Remote
sensing via satellites

provides an overview

of sea-ice extent and

some data on its char-

acteristics going back

to the 1970s. Inuit

knowledge goes back

further, to the early

1900s, and provides

insight into finer-scale

changes, including sea-

ice texture and stabil-

ity, and into changes in the environmental processes that

drive sea ice, such as currents, snowfall, and winds. Such

work is driven by the belief that linking multiple meth-

ods, scales, and ways ofknowing increases confidence in

individual observations, broadens the information base,

and helps explain the various changes.

After almost thirteen years, my work in Nunavut tells a

story repeated by many communities around the North:

the Arctic is changing, and changing fast, on a number
of tronts. Among the most striking changes, observed

by locals from Alaska to Finland, is that the weather is

increasingly unpredictable. Since weather determines

the day's activities for most hunters, it is a critical part of

everyday life, and closely watched. Skilled Inuit forecast-

ers observe cloud patterns and wind conditions to predict

weather through the next day.

Since around the mid-1990s, however, those techniques

haven't been vi^orking so well [see sidebar on opposite page]

.

Winds kick up and die down unexpectedly, they come
from unusual directions, and they shift direction several

times a day. Although conditions may indicate a clear day

ahead, an unexpected storm might arrive. As Norman
Attungala, an elder from Baker Lake, explained to me in

2001, "Inuit have a traditionaljuggling game. The weather

is sort of like that now. The weather is being juggled; it

is changing so quickly and drastically."

The increased risk of running into bad weather has

pushed Inuit hunters and travelers to change their travel

habits. Some pack extra supplies, just in case. As for the

traditional forecasters, many have lost confidence in their

prediction skills and have stopped advising hunting parties

about when and where to travel. That has wrought an

emotional change for some, who miss having an advisory

role in their families and communities.

Inuit have been observing many other environmental

changes, too. During the past decade, for instance, Inuit

in Nunavut have noted strengthening winds, which

can pack snow much harder than usual. The hard snow
can prevent people from building igloos for temporary

or emergency shelter, leaving them vulnerable to that
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Uqarumajakka "What I have to say"
By llkoo Angutikjuak

I am sixty-five years old and I Inave been living

in Clyde River, Nunavut, almost my entire life.

When I was young, we hunted by dog team for

seal, fish, fox, rabbit, and sometimes caribou in

the winter, and we hunted nanwhal and fished

for halibut in the summer. I hunt by Ski-Doo

these days, and I enjoy going out on the land

when it's not too windy

In the past, we would watch the dogs to

learn about the wind. If it was windy and the

dogs started walking around instead of lying

curled in one spot, we'd know it was going to

calm down. I don't have dogs anymore, but I

use ravens today Uke dogs, they try to get into

a sheltered spot if it's going to get windy When

you're always outside, you notice little things

like that. In the old days, even as children, we

had to go outside first thing in the morning to

look at the weather, to learn. It's still the same

for me today even though I sometimes look

through a window. But it's more difficult to

predict the weather now, especially the wind. It

seems to get windy suddenly these days. And

there are many other changes, too.

For example, the sea ice isn't the same

anymore. It seems like it's forming only from

water, meaning it's much less salty now. You

Translated from Inuktitut by Nellie Iqalukjuak and Geela Jigullaraq

can even see through the sea ice. In the past

it wasn't clear, it was whitish. It also breaks up

sooner in the spring than it used to, and the

winters don't feel as cold. Narwhals seem to

come sooner than before. When the sea ice

was here longer, they didn't come as early; they

would pass us by swimming north.

The snow has changed, too. It used to be

really white but now it seems yellowish, as if it

has some fine sand or dirt on it. The sky used

to be clear blue on a nice day but now it seems

reddish. It's just a guess, but I think it's redder

for the same reason the snow is yellower: there

is a smoky or dirty substance in the air That

might explain why the nights seem darker,

too—the snow is dirty, not as reflective of light,

and the sky is hazy.

I know that before our time the world was

very warm, even around here. When the

glaciers started to recede people found woolly

mammoth tusks, so we know things were

different long ago. Many years from now, it

might be like those old days. Inuit used to say

that one day the Arctic would melt, that things

would reverse and there would be snow down

south, but none up here. We see weird weather

in many places on the television these days.

and it is warmer here, so maybe that's what is

happening.

If the changes continue, I will learn to live

with them. The seals and other animals that

depend on the sea ice will move to the shores;

the animals will adapt. I've heard that because

they depend on sea ice, polar bears will go

extinct, but 1 don't believe it. They are very

adaptable. As the sea ice changes, polar bears

might get skinnier and some might die, but I

don't think they will go extinct.

The only way to react to the changes we

are seeing is to be positive. The people and

animals will adapt. At the same time, it is very

important to get the information out there about

what is changing, so others can understand

what is happening.

unpredictable bad weather. Some Baker Lake residents

told me they blamed the extra-hard snow for the deaths

of several travelers out on the land.

Weather and wind changes, in turn, have affected sea

ice—and not just its thickness. In Nunavut, all but one

of the twenty-six communities lie on the coast. Their

inhabitants rely intensively on sea ice for hunting and

traveling, so their understanding of it is quite complex.

How does the sea ice feel when you walk on it? How does

it respond to being kicked or struck with a harpoon? How
does it taste at different times of the year: too salty? Not

as salty as it should?

As with the Qaanaarmiut in Greenland, many Nuna-

vummiut, or people from Nunavut, report that the

ice is thinner in places, forms later, and breaks up ear-

lier—observations that mirror findings from numerous

scientific studies. Clyde River Inuit note that familiar

cracks in the sea ice are not appearing even as new ones

open in unusual locations; they say the sea ice seems to

be softer, not as solid as it used to be; and they say the

currents have shifted in certain areas, combining with

wind changes to affect ice movements. In response, Inuit

in northern Quebec and parts of Nunavut are reviving

the traditional practice of dogsledding. Dog teams are

more reliable than snowmobiles in the changing en-

vironment, because they can help navigate dangerous

sea-ice conditions and can find their way home during

storms—not to mention that they don't run out of gas

or need new spark plugs.

Dogsledders have helped to identify seasonal changes.

The month ofJune, according to Clyde River Inuit, no

longer lives up to its name, Qiqsuqqaqtuut, which refers

to the top layer of snow melting during the day and re-

freezing at night. During the spring dogsledders usually

prefer to travel at night, when the refrozen surface lets

sleds' runners glide quickly over the snow and the tem-

perature is cooler than during the day for the dogs. Now
the crust no longer forms at night. Moreover, many Inuit

communities report that fall freeze-up of sea ice comes

between two and three weeks late and spring break-up is
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Naqsaq is a year-round hunting and fishing camp about forty-five miles

Beyond the cabins, a retreating glacier leaves a cascade of gravel in its

have been receding recently; the meltwater has eroded riverbanks and

between two and three weeks early, making for an extra

month or more of the open-water summer season.

Changes in the environment are bound to affect other

(i»rganisnis, and indigenous people throughout the Arctic

Save
reported changes that range from subtle to striking in

variety of species, including birds, caribou, fish, insects,

plar bears, walrus, and whales, as well as plants and li-

chen. In many cases, species are turning up in unexpected

places or at unexpected times of the year, often following

the shitts in seasonal timing. But many of the observed

changes are even more complex.

At Clyde River, for instance, the most important animal

for Inuit is the ringed seal, which provides food and skins

for clothing. Seals normally molt in spring, and they scrape

off old fur as they lounge and move around on sea ice,

basking in the spring sunshine. But hunters and women
who work with skins note that seals caught in summer
sometimes appear still to be molting. With earlier sea-ice

break-up, seals are forced into the water before their molt

is complete. Inuit still use the seals' meat for food, but the

skins are too uneven to be useful.

Notably, not all Arctic communities are experiencing

the same changes. Parts of western North America are

warming dramatically; some communities there are ex-

periencing severe coastal erosion and thawing permafrost

is damaging or destroying infrastructure. Temperatures

elsewhere in the Arctic remain stable. Yet wherever en-

vironmental changes occur, they intersect with social,

cultural, economic, and political changes, often brought

about by the forces ofmoderniza-

tion and globalization.

Aj^ak Qaqqasiq, a Clyde River
elder, told me a few years ago that

the changes are "not that scary,

yet." Indeed, it's often not the

changes per se that are unusual:

the sea ice has occasionally broken

up early, the weather has gone
wonky at times. At times. But
the sea ice never used to break

up early six years in a row, and

the weather has never changed as

frequently or as unpredictably as

it does today.

And more change is yet to

come. The Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change projects

that by the year 2100 the Arctic

will have warmed by between

5 and 12 degrees above current

average temperatures, already 2

degrees higher than they were in

the 1970s. What will happen to

the Inuit? Undoubtedly, they will face serious challenges.

Like niany hunters I work with, I have concerns for the

future; but like them I also have hope and a strong faith

in the ingenuity and resiliency that have enabled Inuit

to thrive in one of the harshest and most unpredictable

environments on Earth.

In spite of the changing sea ice, Toku continues to be a

successful hunter, combining the know^ledge her father and

brother have passed on to her with her own observations

ofnew conditions. And the community ofClyde River is

tackling climate change head on, partnering with scientists

and the Canadian government to develop an adaptation

plan. Many Inuit have told me that regardless ofhow their

environment changes, they will always remain Inuit—con-

nected to their land by love and respect, no matter what

the weather may bring.

southwest of Clyde River.

wa/ce. Many local glaciers

destroyed some campsites
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research scientist with

the National Snow and

Ice Data Center at the

University ofColorado

at Boulder. She works
with Inuit to document
their knowledge of the

environment and de-

velops collaborative projects to link Inuit and scientific knowledge.

Shari lives with her husbandJake, their dog Umik, and their sixteen

sled dogs in Clyde River, Nunavut, where she bases her studies.

Web links related to this article can be found at

vi/vi/\A/.naturalhistorymag.com
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AS HEARD ON PAUL HARVEY NEWS
New advanced portable heater can
cut you r heating bill up to 50%
Heats a large room in minutes witii even
iieat waii to waii and fioor to ceiiing

Does not get iiot, cannot start a fire and
will not reduce humidity or oxygen

A new advanced quartz

infrared portable heater, the

EdenPURE®, can cut your

heating bills by up to 50%.

You have probably heard

about the remarkable

EdenPURE® as heard on

Paul Harvey News and on

television features across

the nation.

The EdenPURE® can

pay for itself in a matter of

weeks and then start putting

a great deal of extra money

in your pocket after that.

A major cause of resi-

dential fires in the United

States is portable heaters.

But the EdenPURE® can-

not cause a fire. That is be-

cause the quartz infrared

heating element never gets

to a temperature that can

ignite anything.

The outside of the Eden-

PURE® only gets warm to

the touch so that it will not

burn children or pets. Pets

can sleep on it when it is

operating without harm.

The advanced space-age

EdenPURE® Quartz In-

frared Portable Heater also

heats the room evenly,

wall-to-wall and floor-to-

ceiling. And. as you know,

portable heaters only heat

an area a few feet around

the heater.

Unlike other heating

sources, the EdenPURE®
cannot put poisonous car-

bon monoxide into a room
or any type of fumes or any

type of harmful radiation.

Q. What is the origin of

this amazing heating ele-

ment in the EdenPURE®?
A. This advanced heat-

ing element was discov-

ered accidentally by a man
named John Jones.

Q. What advantages

does infrared quartz tube

heating source have
over other heating source

products?

A. John Jones designed

his heating source around

the three most important

consumer benefits: econo-

my, comfort, and safety.

In the EdenPURE® sys-

tem, electricity is used to

generate infrared light

Never be cold again

-n 1^. r.jL
"IM'-ic^^Wl.9, L^ /

u'^
Cannot start a fire; a child or animal
can touch or sit on it without harm

which, in turn, creates a

very safe heat.

After a great deal of re-

search and development,

very efficient infrared heat

chambers were developed

that utilize three unique

patented solid copper heat

exchangers in one Eden-

PURE® heater.

Q. How can a person

cut their heating bill by up

to 50% with the Eden-
PURE®?

A. The EdenPURE® will

heat a room in minutes.

Therefore, you can turn the

heat down in your house to

as low as 50 degrees, but die

room you are occupying,

which has the EdenPURE®,
will be warm and comfort-

able. The EdenPURE® is

portable. When you move to

another room, it will quickly

heat that room also. This

can drastically cut heating

bills, in some instances, by

up to 50%.

The EdenPURE® comes

in 2 models. Model 500-XL

heats a room up to 300

square feet and Model
1000-XL heats a room up

to 1 ,000 square feet.

End of interview.

The EdenPURE® will

pay for itself in weeks. It

will put a great deal of ex-

tra money in a users pock-

et. Because of today's spi-

raling gas, oil, propane,

and other energy costs, the

EdenPURE® will provide

even greater savings as the

time goes by.

Readers who wish can

obtain the EdenPURE®
Quartz Infrared Portable

Heater at a $75 discount if

they order in the next 10

days. Please see the Special

Readers Discount Coupon

on this page. For those

readers ordering after 10

days from the date of this

publication, we reserve the

right to either accept or re-

ject order requests at the

discounted price.

How it worl(s:

The quartz infrared lamp without

combustion gently warms the

patented cured copper tubes.

3. The heat from the copper tubing rides the

humidity in the room and provides moist,

soft heat ceiling to floor, wall to wall with-

out reducing oxygen or humidity.

SPECIAL READER'S DISCOUNT COUPON
The price of the EdenPURE® Model 500-XL is $372 plus $ 1 7 shipping for a total of

$389 delivered. The Model 1000-XL is $472 plus $27 shipping and handling for a to-

tal of $499 delivered. People reading this publication get a $75 discount with this

coupon and pay only $297 delivered for the Model 500-XL and $397 delivered for

the Model 1000-XL if you order within 10 days. The EdenPURE® comes in the deco-

rator color of black with burled wood accent which goes with any decor. There is a

strict limit of 3 units at the discount price - no exceptions please.

Check below which model and number you want:

D Model 500-XL, number D Model 1000-XL, number

• To order by phone, call TOLL FREE 1-800-588-5608 Ext. EPH6712. Place your

order by using your credit card. Operators are on duty 24 hours, 7 days.

• To order online, log on to www.edenpure.com
• To order by mail, by check or credit card, fill out and mail in this coupon.

This product carries a 60-day satisfaction guarantee. If you are not totally satisfied, your

purchase price will be refunded. No questions asked. There is also a one year warranty.

ADDRESS

STATE ZIP CODECITY

Check below to get discount:

D I am ordering within 10 days of the date of this pubhcation, therefore I get a $75 dis-

count and my price is only $297 for Model 500 and $397 for Model 1000 delivered.

D I am ordering past 10 days of the date of this pubhcation, dierefore I pay shipping

and handling and full price totaling $389 for Model 500 and $499 for Model 1000.

Enclosed is $ in: D Cash D Check D Money Order

(Make check payable to BioTech Research) or charge my:

DVISA DMasteiCard D Am. ExpVOptima D Discover/Novus

Account No. Exp. Date /

Signature

MAIL TO: BioTech Research Dept. EPH67I2
7800 Whipple Ave. N.W.

Canton, OH 44767
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Ming, a Bengal-Siberian tiger, was found living in a New York City

apartment in 2003, along witin an alligator that measured over five

feet. Their illicit caretaker, Antoine Yates, served several months in

jail for reckless endangerment—of humans, not the animals.

PHOTO (OPPOSITE) MATTHIAS CLAMER: (BELOW). AP PHOTO/NYPD

hree times a year the small town of

Mount Hope, Ohio hosts a three-

day sale of exotic animals. For a

modest entrance fee of five dollars,

visitors can meander among the

crates, shopping for bearded drag-

ons, Fennec foxes, and wallabies.

Or they can ponder the merits of

purchasing a black bear, a cougar,

a sugar glider, or a zebra. For a seventeen-year-old boy and

his eager-to-please, divorced dad, a two-week-old African

lion was the winner. In April 2005, they plunked down
$900 in cash tor the cub, whose eyes were not yet open.

No permit and no "owner's manual" included. (Ohio law

did not require a permit, and still didn't at press time.)

The very next day the boy and his furious mother
turned the lion, Alex, over to Tiger Mountain Refuge in

Rainelle, West Virginia. John Forga, who runs the sanc-

tuary with his wife, Myreda, asked the teenager where
he had intended to keep Alex, as he and his mother lived

in an apartment. Forga recalls the boy's answer: '"I was

gonna train him to be friendly and he could have stayed in

my room.' He was going to grow up in a child's bedroom
watching TV and eating Cheetos!"

Alex now weighs 585 pounds, lives in a 2,500-square-

foot enclosure, and dines well on a daily diet of twenty

pounds offresh beef, one adult tame rabbit, and two vita-

min-infused chicken legs. Tiger Mountain shelters a bevy
ofother unwanted, abused, neglected, and confiscated big

cats, including a blind African caracal lynx, a black leopard

that was nearly euthanized by a private zoo in Ohio, and

a cross-eyed, 350-pound Bengal tigress abandoned by a

small zoo in Missouri.

No one knows exactly how many exotic pets live in the

United States, orhow many foreign animals are brought into

the country every year. Hundreds ofmillions, from tropical

fish and butterflies to lab monkeys, enter legally, making
the U.S. the largest importer of live, wild animals in the

world. Add to that a lion's share ofthe illegal international

trade in wildlife, valued by the U.S. State Department in

2007 at $10 to $20 billion worldwide—a business that has

been compared to drug and people trafficking, and that

uses many of the same criminal networks and smuggling

routes. Each of the 120 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

inspectors must assess thousands of animals crossing U.S.

borders every day of the year.

Tigers and other endangered big cats fall on the illegal-

import list, but there is little point in smuggling wild tigers

into the U.S., since those already present reproduce easily

in captivity. And few federal regulations govern ownership

or breeding ot big cats, even though those are some of the

most difficult exotics to care for properly. Cheetahs, cougars,

lions, tigers, leopards, and more are often raised in cages

too small for them to turn around in, and fed insufficient

or inappropriate food, such as canned dog food.

Tigers are among the most popular: 7,000 to 15,000 of

them live in private roadside zoos, circuses, sanctuaries,

farms, and backyards in the U.S. Owners are often deluded

into thinking that they can tame the creatures, treating

them like house cats, perhaps attracted by the challenge.

Yet even house cats, which have been domesticated for

thousands of years, will reach out and swat their human
companions. What happens when a six-month-old, sixty-

pound beast with claws and flesh-slicing incisors takes a
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swipe? At that moment, a would-be tiger trainer must

realize that the animal is wild, not some docile furball.

Captivity does not equal domesticity.

oday wild tigers inhabit just 7 percent

of their original range, a territory that

once stretched from the Caspian Sea to

the island of Bali in Indonesia. Their

range has shrunk by 41 percent in the

last decade alone. Most wild tigers subsist

by hunting wild cattle, deer, and pigs in

isolated pockets offorest in India, Sumatra, eastern Russia,

and southern China. The dwindling oftheir natural habitat

and poaching for pelts and tiger parts—used in traditional

Chinese medicines such as tiger-bone wines and tiger-penis

soups—compounds the tigers' risk ofextinction. The wild

tiger population has plummeted from an approximate count

of 100,000 at the beginning of the twentieth century to

less than 5,000 today. That means thousands more tigers

live in captivity in the U.S. than in the wild.

Private owners often cite such statistics as reasons for sup-

porting a growing population ofcaged tigers. In captivity,

large exotic cats breed easily as long as they are given a steady

supply of fresh meat and a minimum of space. The Animal

Finders' Guide, a newsletter published eighteen times a year

by Pat Hoctor, a former breeder in Prairie Creek, Indiana,

shows that there is no

shortage of both cubs

and adults up for grabs

in the U.S. A seller in

Texas, for example, of-

fers "free—two male

tigers 2 Vi years old, like

women; one female ti-

ger, 6 years old, likes

men and women; cages

with cats." Another
advertisement, from

a breeder in Oregon,

offers a "Barbary lion

and caracal kittens;" a

third, in California, is

Year-old tiger eats out of a han-

dler's hand at Amazing Exotics,

a self-styled "educational facil-

ity" in Umatilla, Florida that gives

"tiger encounter" tours. A bill

was introduced into the House

of Representatives in 2007 that, if

passed, would ban direct contact

between the publicand big cats.

The bill was dubbed "Haley's Act,"

aftel-.Haley Hilderbrand, who was

mauled to death in 2005 whj|e

posing with a tiger.

PHOTO: IFAW/ANDREW SULLIVAN

selling a "rare Asian leopard cat female, nine weeks

old, bottle raised." More startling still: the price

I

tag of a tiger cub—between $300 and $900—^is

comparable to that of a poodle puppy registered

,
with the American Kennel Club.

j

The astonishing ease with which you can buy,

sell, or give away a tiger—or other big cat—attests

to the mess oflaws covering exotic cat ownership

[

in the United States. The 1973 Endangered Species

I Act bars the import of tigers into the country, but

does not forbid private ownership of those bred

here. The USDA issues licenses to exhibitors of
' wild and exotic animals, but pet owners are not

eligible to apply for one. In 2003, a watershed federal law

was passed: the Captive Wildlife Safety Act bans the inter-

state shipment of lions, tigers, and bears for the pet trade.

However, the law does not forbid the breeding and intrastate

delivery ofthe animals for non-commercial purposes. State

and local laws vary widely and contain numerous loopholes

that can confuse even the most earnest pet owners. Some
states have banned exotic cat ownership completely, while

others don't even require the animals to be registered [see

sidebar on opposite pagefor more information]

.

So confusing and inconsistent are the laws that many
people are ignorant of them. Paris Hilton found out that

her pet kinkajou—a small rainforest-dwelling mammal
related to the raccoon—was illegal in California only after

it bit her at 3 a.m. one morning in August 2006 and she

required a trip to the hospital. Breeders and self-styled

conservationists also appear unconcerned about the rules

banning interstate shipment. "How many tigers do you
want? I'll send them to you," Brian Werner jokingly of-

fered when I interviewed him by phone from New York.

Werner is the executive director of the Tiger Missing

Link Foundation, which operates Tiger Creek Wildlife

Refuge in Tyler, Texas, and vice president of the Feline

Conservation Federation (FCF), an advocacy group that

represents private owners. "It's legal for me to send tigers

to you as long as I'm not selling them. I am licensed by

the USDA, by the way. But even if I weren't, I could

give them to you." In fact, a USDA-licensed facility can

only transport an exotic cat across state lines to another

licensed facility, or to an organization exempt from the

prohibitions of the Captive Wildlife Safety Act, such as a

nonprofit sanctuary. Violation carries a prison term ofup

to five years, but this does not deter many people. Tiger

checks at state lines aren't exactly common.
In the past few years, states have started moving toward

more control. In 2004, for example, the New York State

legislature amended its environmental conservation law

to ban the breeding of any wild cat species or the sale of

\vild felines as pets—a precaution likely taken in the wake
of the 2003 case ofMing, a 400-pound tiger confined to

a Harlem apartment [see photograph 0)i previous page]. Ming
now lives at Noah's Lost Ark, a nonprofit exotic animal
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sanctuary in Berlin Center, Ohio. Other states

have followed suit and tightened laws after lions

and tigers have mauled owners, the grandchildren

of owners, or bystanders.

att Joseph keeps ten exotic fe-

lines on his thirty-acre ranch

in Lisbon, Ohio; four cougars;

two male lions; one lioness;

two female ligers (a cross be-

tween a male lion and a female

tiger), and one female Sibe-

rian tiger. He bought all of them from breeders,

ranging from Georgia to Minnesota, New York,

Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and houses the cats in

1,800- to 3,200-square-foot enclosures. "I go

into cages with them, I lay with mine, I sleep

with mine," Joseph says. "A lot ofpeople who've

seen me do what I do say I'm crazy." He appears

to believe that he is immune from serious attack,

despite statistics showing that exotic cats do injure

owners and bystanders. In 2003—the same year

that a 600-pound white tiger named Montecore
dragged Las Vegas showman and tiger trainer Roy
Horn across the stage and mauled him in front of

a live audience—eighteen people were injured by

captive tigers and four were killed. Even Joseph,

who says he has seen other collectors confine

tigers in cramped quarters, believes that nobody
should own the animals, "not even myself, much
as I love them and enjoy them."

So what happens when pet owners fmd them-

selves threatened, attacked, or simply bored by their

large pets? Many people abandon them. To prevent

this, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation

Commission created an annual Non-Native Pet

Amnesty Day. The free event, which will have

its third anniversary on February 23, 2008 at the

Miami Metro Zoo, gives remorseful owners the

chance to turn over their animals without pen-

alty—thus saving the local ecosystem from more strain. Other

alternatives are scarce. Most zoos require strict pedigrees for

their animals, and they likely have an already-filled quota

oftigers, lions, and other exotics. The consequences can be

seen in the numerous sanctuaries—some for real, some in

name only—that have popped up around the country. At
the more luxurious end of the spectrum is the Carnivore

Preservation Trust (CPT), a spreading expanse of wood-
land dotted with spacious enclosures, nestled on a remote

country road in Pittsboro, North Carolina. Vultures swoop
overhead in the humid southern air, searching for scraps of

meat, as keepers rove around the site, tossing chunks ofgoat

meat and dead chickens—rejects donated by a local meat-

packing plant—over the high fences of the enclosures to

the thirteen pacing tigers. Pam Fulk, executive director of

the CPT, says the cats were found dumped in parking lots,

deserted in trailers, or tethered half-starved at a junkyard

where passersby could pose. "When they're cubs, they're

cute, they're cuddly," says Fulk. But at the critical age of

six months, many are abandoned or killed.

rivate tiger owners often claim that by

rescuing these forsaken felines, they are

preserving them from extinction. It's

an argument that makes little sense to

wildlife ecologist Ron Tilson, direc-

tor of conservation at the Minnesota

Zoo and the coordinator of the Tiger

Species Survival Plan, a breeding program designed to

maintain genetic diversity among zoo tigers in America
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by mating only the most distantly related individuals

with each other. Tilson argues that captive tigers are so

inbred that they could not survive if released into their

native habitat, as some people advocate. "They've lost

a whole lot of genetic tools that may be real important

to them and their offspring to survive—for example,

resistance to certain kinds of diseases, the ability to

tolerate extreme heat or cold, the ability to know how
to hunt and kill."

Tilson also emphasizes the importance ofprotecting wild

tigers, pointing to programs set up by the World Wildlife

Fund and Wildlife Conservation Society to conserve vast

swaths of landscape in Asia. He cites a successful scheme

in the Russian Far East that rescued Siberian tigers from

the brink ofextinction. Twenty years ago, he says, just 150

tigers remained in the wild in Russia; in the last ten years,

however, the tiger population there has doubled or even

tripled, thanks to hard-nosed intervention efforts: aggres-

sive patrolling for poachers' trucks inside protected areas,

roadblocks, inspections, arrests, and stiff sentences.

In an attempt to cut down on such poaching, breeders

in China have set up over a dozen "tiger farms," housing

about 4,000 felines. Parts harvested from those magnifi-

cent beasts are destined for the Asian medicinal market

[see photograph beloii>]. Raising a farmed tiger is about 250

times as expensive as hunting a wild one, however, so

illegal trading remains alluring to poverty-stricken poach-

ers—especially as it is impossible to distinguish farmed

tiger organs from those illicitly obtained.

Could the inbreeding of large cats as pets in the U.S.

be equally damaging to the individual felines—if not

to the species at large? Because big cats in captivity are

often accidentally or intentionally mated with close

relatives, many of their offspring are born with genetic

disorders—immune deficiencies, cleft palates, epilepsy,

and kidney or heart problems. One recently deceased

tiger housed at the CPT was so "mentally retarded," says

Pam Fulk, that he ignored an entire family of rabbits

living under his den box.

As the disparate state laws in the United States continue

to adjust and extend to cover exotic animals treated as

pets, the need to redefine what it means to be wild may
become more urgent. Breeders are not making that easy:

they are crossing tigers and lions to produce ligers or

tiglons, as well as crossing smaller wild cats with small

breeds domesticated long ago. For example, the Bengal cat

is a cross between an Asian leopard cat and a domestic cat;

the striped "toyger," the offspring of a Bengal cat and a

domestic, resembles a miniature tiger; and a new "designer"

breed, the $20,000-plus spotted Ashera, is a serval crossed

with an Asian leopard cat and domestic breeds.

Not unlike those hybrids, captive and inbred tigers in

the U.S. have clearly drifted far from their wild roots; they

are both thousands of miles and many generations away

from their native state. Certainly they should not be used

as an excuse for complacency about the need to conserve a

natural, native habitat for their wild-dwelling brethren

—

if anything, the opposite. For though exotic cat collectors

may yearn for a taste of the wild in their daily lives, they

also—paradoxically—squelch the spirit of these fierce

predators. Even so the large cats, captive or otherwise, will

neverbe completely domesticated, as Ellen Whitehouse, the

executive director ofNoah's Lost Ark, insists. "People live

in this fantasy world where they think that the tigers and

lions actually, truly love them." She says, "They honestly

cannot ever be tamed. They cannot be controlled. They're

always wild. I have raised some here, and every single one

ofthem would eat me."

JOSie GlausiuSZ is a journalist and editor;

her articles have appeared in Discover,

Nature, Wired, Neii> Scientist, OnEarth, Tlie

Foni'ard, TlieJerusalem Post, and more. She

is the co-author, with photographerVoUcer

Steger, ot Buzz:Tlw Intimate Bond Between

Humans and Insects (Chronicle, 2004).
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Web links related to this article can be found at

www.naturalhistorymag.com
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Tigers being farmed for body

parts at the Guilin Xiongsen

Bear and Tiger Farm in south-

western Cliina. Tourists who

pay to see the animals dine at

such farms may be offsetting

the enormous feeding costs

—

costs thatrnake poaching the

cheaper o|btion.
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Animal Architects:
Building and the Evolution of

Intelligence

by James L. Gould and

Carol Grant Gould,

Basic Books, 2007; $26.95

Consider the steel and glass towers

of Dubai or Singapore, the spare

elegance ofFrank Lloyd Wright's Fall-

ingAvater, or the convoluted curves of

Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum
in Bilbao, Spain. Consider even the

most mundane big-box store, for that

matter, and it is clear that we humans
are master builders, able to create artifi-

cial environments orders ofmagnitude

larger and far more elaborate than those

of any other species on earth.

Still, the architectural achievements

ofother creatures are nothing to sniffat,

as the ecologistJames Gould ofPrince-

ton University and the science writer

Carol Grant Gould amply demonstrate

in their stimulating study. Beavers, the

most familiar animal builders, exhibit

levels of engineering and organization

that might challenge the Army Corps

ofEngineers. L.H. Morgan, an amateur

naturalist who studied beaver dams near

Lake Superior in the 1860s, described

one that was 261 feet long, 6.5 feet high,

and eighteen feet thick at its base. It was

made up oftree trunks, limbs, branches,

and stones, cemented together by vast

amounts ofmud and bracedby sharpened

stakes driven vertically into the ground.

And ifthat sounds impressive, consider

the mother ofall recorded beaver dams,

on Montana's Jefferson River, which

stretched nearly ten times farther—2,200

feet—from end to end.

If brain mass were correlated with

architectural skill, one would expect

most animal architects to be mammals.

The truth is quite the reverse. Most

mammals are content to sleep outdoors,

use existing caves as dens, or at most,

dig. The real masters of the building

arts are birds and insects, whose nests

and hives display an uncanny ingenuity

in both design and creation.

Weaverbirds, for instance, natives to

Africa, India, and Southeast Asia, not

only weave, but seem to understand

knots as well. Male weaverbirds begin

construction by looping a thin strip of

leaf or grass over a tree branch, then

securing it by tying a knot. The bird

suspends its nest from this secured strip,

interweaving more strips ofvegetation

until it has stitched together a large

ovoid dwelling, resembling a giant

ball of twine. A narrow entrance dis-

courages predators, and a comfortable

nesting chamber opens up inside.

Tailorbirds, less industrious but even

more resourceful, assemble arboreal

hideaways out ofleaves that hang adja-

cent to each other on branches. True to

their name, they sew the leaves together

with strands of spider silk. The birds

even prepare the leaves by punching

holes in both edges of each leaf and

drawing them together with the silk

until a snug hanging sack is formed.

Once they fill the sack with moss and

other soft plant materials, they have a

comfortable and naturally camouflaged

place to cradle their young.

The strangest and most wonderful animal

structures, according to the Goulds,

are the ones constructed not as nesting

places, but rather for what amount to

aesthetic reasons. Male bowerbirds, the
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crowlike creatures native to Australia

and New Guinea, erect bizarre sculp-

tures deep in the forest to appeal to the

females, much as male peacocks display a

fan ofdecorative feathers. The Vogelkop

bowerbird, for instance, clears an area a

yard or more across, then constructs a

tower in the center of the clearing out

ofhundreds ofsmall sticks. Depending

on where he lives, he'll build a thatched

hut over his tower or leave it in the

open. Finally, around the edge of the

clearing, he assembles ornamental piles

of contraband, such as colored stones,

moss, and snail shells.

Do animal builders understand what

they're doing? Earlier investigators en-

visioned beavers, bees, and bowerbirds

carrying out the steps of construction

as if they were robots. But the studies

cited by the Goulds reveal levels ofso-

cial organization and conceptualization

that can't be explained that easily. How,
for instance, to explain birds' ability to

repair damage to nests already under

construction, or the weaverbird's abil-

ity to create features on the inside of

a structure that complement the ones

on the outside. As with so many other

traits that supposedly distinguish man
from beast, architectural superiority

turns out to be not a matter of kind,

but only of degree.

Citrus:
A History

by Pierre Laszio, The University of

.

Chicago Press, 2007; $25.00

Can one describe a work ofnonaction as

being happy? Well, this one is. Pierre

Laszio, a retired chemistry professor

turned science writer, has approached

the lore of citrus fruit with the elan ofa

master chef(the man is French, after all),

mixing history, economics, biology, and

chemistry to produce a book that will

bring a smile to readers of every taste.

Until reading Citrus, in fact, I had not

realized just how many tastes the title

implied: lemon, lime, orange,

and grapefruit, ofcourse, but

also citron, tangerine, kum-
quat, calamondin, and the

self-descriptive Ugli, not to

mention such variants as ber-

gamot, mandarin, Valencia,

ortanique, and Honey Mur-
cott. Laszlo's literary method

is to present them as characters

in an unfolding story. He be-

gins with the domestication

of the citron in Persia and

the early history ofcitrus horticulture,

then moves to the establishment and
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growth ofthe citrus industry in Florida,

Cahfornia, and Brazil, and finally, after

many diversions and digressions, arrives

at a final section that explores the place

of citrus in literature, art, religion, and

the culture of cuisine.

There are many surprises along the

way. For instance, orange juice seems

such a natural way to imbibe the fruit

that it is difficult to imagine a breakfast

without it. Yet until the 1920s, there

were no efficient methods of bacterial

disinfection, preservation, or distribu-

tion for such a perishable product. As a

consequence, for those outside the citrus

belt, fresh orange juice was a rare and

expensive treat. According to Laszlo, it

was an adman, Albert D. Lasker, who
created the orangejuice market almost

single-handedly during a season when
growers were saddled with a glut ofex-

cess fruit. At the time, new technologies

had been developed that made it pos-

sible to pasteurize juice and transport it

around the country far more efficiently.

Lasker pounced: he launched a "Drink

an Orange" campaign, which prompted

the American public to adopt OJ as a

tasty and healthy start to the day. The
golden liquid got an added boost in the

1940s when growers learned to turn it

into concentrate and flash-freeze it into

compact cylinders. Open the freezing

compartment in virtually any Ameri-

can refrigerator back in the 1950s and

you'd find at least one can of Sunkist,

Minute-Maid, or Tropicana.

Did you know that citrus peels are

as ubiquitous in the modern household

as the juicy fruit inside? The peels, it

turns out, are filled with essential oils

that can be turned into a wide variety

of products. Limonene, for instance,

found in most citrus peels, serves as the

raw material for the molecular synthesis

ofmany drugs. And since one variety

ofthe limonene molecule invokes the

sensation of oranges, while another

variety is lemony, the two molecules

are also used to impart flavor to a wide

variety ofsoft-drinks. It's probably safe

to say that, just as American breakfasts

usually include orangejuice, American

lunches, at least ofthe fast-food variety,

often include orange peel in the form

of limonene-flavored soda.

Lest prospective readers worry that Laszlo

has composed a paean to fast-food

and industrial agriculture, note that

he also includes a sampling of elegant

citrus recipes that may induce readers

to head for the kitchen. Among them is

one for a wonderful Brazilian cocktail,

the caipirinha, another for sea bass with

tangerinejuice, and a third for an elegant

tarte mi citron. Good reading, good eat-

ing, and good humor make for happy

reading. One might sum it up with a

ban mot best resisted: Ifyou love citrus,

this is a book with appeal.

Continued on page 50
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Looking at the sandy NewEngland pond

outside our summer house, I can

readily imagine the glacial remnant that

lay there some 12,000 years ago, melting

in the warming rays of the Holocene

sun. I know, too, that a few hundred

million years ago, before continental

drift split us apart, Europe and this bit of

North American real estate werejoined.

And I'm well aware that 5 billion years

ago, this sand and this water, indeed

the Earth itself and everything on it.

were part of an interstellar cloud that

was condensing into our solar system.

Deep time is just one of those things I

take for granted.

But as geophysicist Pascal Richet

demonstrates in this readable popular

history of chronology, the geologic

calendar implicit in today's view of

nature was not shared by earlier genera-

tions. Written accounts from ancient

civilizations depict prehistory as a foggy

dreamtime. Most authors made little

attempt to assign dates or durations

other than "in the beginning."

To be sure, a few bold speculators

such as Aristotle tried to attack the

problem with pure logic. He asserted

that the world was eternal, because it

was impossible to imagine a begmning

in which something arose from noth-

ing. Nearly 2,000 years after Aristotle,

Isaac Newton, the very emblem ot the

scientific revolution, used the new tools

ofastronomy to try to fit all ofknown
history into a time frame beginning

on page one of Genesis.

Only in the later 1700s did "natural

PAUL FREDRICK
Crisp, comfortable white 100% Cotton

Pinpoint Oxford dress shirt at a

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

PRICE...

philosophers" begin to learn how to

read the dates nature has written in

rocks. One of the most influential of

those pioneers was the French poly-

math Georges-Louis Leclerc, Count
of Buffon, who published his History

and Theory ofthe Earth in 1749. Buffon

devised a procedure that later investiga-

tors would find most fruitful: he mea-

sured or estimated the rates ofnatural

processes that he was convinced had

shaped the Earth, assumed those pro-

cesses continued at a relatively steady

pace, and thus calculated the time

needed to transform the primordial

Earth to its present state.

The best-known example of his

method is a series of experiments he

conducted on steel balls, from a half

inch to six inches in diameter. Heating

them to incandescence in a furnace,

he measured how long they took to

cool enough to be touched comfort-

ably with the fingertips. Buffon knew
from miners' reports that the Earth's

internal temperature rises with increas-

ing depth, and he interpreted this phe-

nomenon to mean that the Earth was

still cooling from a once-molten state.

Extrapolating his results with small

balls to a sphere the size of the Earth,

he calculated the time it would have

taken for the planet to cool to its pres-

ent surface temperature: about 75,000

years. It was an audacious result—far

longer than the biblical chronologies

of a few millennia—but it carried the

weight of experimental evidence.

Button's cooling model, of course, was

oversimplified, and his age for the Earth

was a gross underestimate, but he was

clearly on the right track. When later

investigators determined the ages of

mountains and canyons from erosion

rates, or when they estimated the age

ofthe oceans from their current salin-

ity and the input rates of freshwater

from inflowing rivers, they got periods

longer than Buffon's. But they were

following his lead.

By the late nineteenth century, Wil-

liam Thomson, Lord Kelvin, had de-

veloped a refined version of Buffon's

cooling model and, with it, estimated
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For many of us,

nothing is more

relaxing than a

long, luxurious bath.

Unfortunately, because

of safety concerns, many
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older people, have

to forego this simple
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overnight (don't worry, if there's

not enough power stored for a
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hand control, and is designed for
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support. It's

lightweight (less

than 25 pounds

assembled), and
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high backrest for

maximum comfort

and support.

Rediscover the
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a warm, relaxing

bath with our
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a complete optical system.
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20 to 100 million years as the age of

the Earth. Lord Kelvin's was regarded

as the most reliably determined value

for the Earth's age scarcely more than

a century ago.

What Lord Kelvin and everyone else

had neglected—because they knew
nothing about it—was natural radio-

activity. The interior of the Earth, it

turns out, is heated by trace amounts

of radium and uranium in its rocks,

energy enough to keep the Earth warm
for billions, not millions, ofyears. The
discovery ofradioactivity at the turn of

the twentieth century not only raised

the possibility of a much older Earth,

but also made it possible to measure

the ages ofrocks. It was only necessary

to determine the ratios of radioac-

tive "parent" elements to their stable

"daughter" elements in a rock.

Once radioactivity entered the pic-

ture, the pieces of the chronological

puzzle all began to fall into place.
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Rocks from the Earth, meteorites,

and moon rocks all yield ages ofabout

4.6 billion years. Strata bearing the

scars of great geological events and

the remnants oflong extinct creatures

have been mapped and dated. Only the

fine details ofthe Earth's timeline are

matters of contention any more.

Yet precisely because the current

well-grounded chronology seems so

natural to most scientifically literate

people, Richet's authoritative review of

Earth's history is particularly welcome.

Rather than fret about polls that show
how many citizens still hold to the

chronology ofthe Holy Book, he invites

us to marvel at the efforts ofscience to

read the book of nature itself.

Laurence A. Marschall, author of

The Supernova Story, is W.K.T. Sahiii

Professor of Physics at Gettysburg College in

Peiinsyh'ania, and director of Project CLEA,
ivhich produces widely used simulation soft-

ivarefor education in astronomy.
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and comes in a nice presentation box

with additional bands and watch tools.

Whether you are flying far or heading

back home, YES is a great instrument

for keeping track of time.

We offer a 30 day money back

Guarantee and a Two Year Warranty.

To learn more visit our web site or

e-mail or call for a FREE catalog.

"/ fly in tactical situations

all over the world, mostly at

night and on Night Vision

Goggles. When relying on
NVG's to help land a tactical

airlifter on a short runway,

in training, or in combat, it's

critical to know the sun and
moon data, particularly the

moon illumination, that the

YES Zulu watch offers. That's

why I got one, and I have
not been disappointed."

Lt Col Tim Harris, USAFR
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL/TOURS
1. ACTIVE SOUTH AMERICA
Active wildlife adventures In the Galapagos

Islands. Hike up Sierra Negra Volcano, snorkel

or dive with sea lions and sea turtles!

2. ADVENTURE LIFE JOURNEYS
Cultural and ecological explorations in the

Andes, Amazon, Galapagos, Patagonia,

Antarctica, and Central America.

3. ADVENTURESMITH EXPLORATIONS
Explore nature up close and in style aboard

luxury yachts, small ships and wilderness lodges

with adventure travel experts.

4. AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS
Award-winning Jungle Lodge In the Tamshlyacu-

Tahuayo Reserve, shown to have the greatest

diversity of mammals in all of the Amazon.

5. AMNH EXPEDITIONS
Experience the world's greatest wildlife areas,

archeological sites and cultural treasures in the

company of AMNH scientists and researchers.

6. CANODROS
Canodros offers up-scale services In Ecuador
with the Galapagos Explorer II and Kapawi.

Memorable and enriching experience of the

culture and natural history.

7. CROW CANYON ARCHAEOLOGICAL CENTER
Small-group cultural adventures led by world-

renowned scholars explore some of the world's

most interesting locations.

8. GALAPAGOS TRAVEL
Comprehensive, educational, professionally-led

natural history fours of the Galapagos Islands. 1 1
-

or 15-day tours of all the significant outer islands.

9. PHOTOEXPERIENCE.NET
PhotoExperlence.net specializes In Photographic

Workshops in Cusco—Peru, Machu Picchu and

the Peruvian Amazon! Insider-access, sociable

groups and truly experiential, we offer Insights no

one else can touch.

10. SOL INTERNATIONAL
We specialize In South America, offering

programs to areas where wildlife abounds and
Indigenous communities are unspoiled.

11. TARA TOURS
Tara Tours specialize in travel to Central & South

America since 1980. Free brochures and quotes.

12. ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS
Offers small-group expeditions to remote

locations. Our expertly led programs provide the

finest adventure travel experience imaginable.

CANADA
13. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Come experience our unique red cliffs and
parabolic sand dunes and hike or bike the

Confederation Trail across our Island.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
14. BELIZE
Catch the Adventure! From rainforest resort

to Barrier Reef. Belize Is only 2 hours from the

USA. Belize. Mother Nature's best kept secret.

15. FINNISH TOURIST BOARD
Homeland of Finnish Design, Santa Clause

and thousands of shimmering islands, Finland

stands for outstanding excellence in technology,

education, culture and modern lifestyle.

16. PROMPERU
Peru has it all. Fascinating history, as the land

of the Incas, incredible nature, more than 1,800

species of birds and traditional culture.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
17. CALVERT—INVESTMENTS THAT MAKE
A DIFFERENCE®
Nation's largest family of mutual funds Integrating

rigorous financial analysis with corporate integrity,

including environmental impact.

18. THE SPECTRA GREEN FUND
Supporting sustainability by investing in

dynamic, innovative companies. Green: good for

the environment; good for business.

MARYLAND
19. CHESAPEAKE BAY MARITIME MUSEUM
Located in historic St. Michaels, the Museum
boasts ten waterfront exhibits, working boat

yard, and the largest collection of Bay boats.

20. CHOOSE CALVERT COUNTY
Less than an hour from D.C. discover

Chesapeake Bay history. Hunt for fossils at the

15-mlilion-year-old Calvert Cliffs.

21. DORCHESTER COUNTY
Home to world-renowned Blackwater National

Wildlife Refuge; explore the heart of Chesapeake
Country on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

22. FREDERICK COUNTY
Maryland's Crossroads of History. Antiques,

battlefields, covered bridges, parks, wineries

and more close to Gettysburg and DC.

23. KENT COUNTY
A scenic peninsula on the Chesapeake Bay,

offering fishing, boating, kayaking, small

beaches, great shopping, and museums.

24. MARYLAND VACATIONS
Beaches, mountains, big cities, small towns. Maryland

has so many things to do, so close together.

25. MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Experience transportation history along the C&O
Canal and the National Capital Trolley Museum.
So many things to do.

26. ST. MARY'S COUNTY
Potomac River lighthouses, Chesapeake Bay
seafood, and maritime history. Cozy inns,

waterside dining and fantastic festivals.

27. TALBOT COUNTY
Five beautiful rivers, 602 miles of shoreline,

unique charming hamlets St. Michaels, Oxford,

Tilghman Island and Historic Easton offer a

timeless treasury of natural beauty & history.

28. WORCESTER COUNTY
Maryland's only seaside county. Visit

Assateague Island National Seashore. Kayak,

canoe, bird watch, golf, bed and breakfast Inns.

MISCELLANEOUS
29. ATHENA REVIEW
Athena Review, journal of archeology, history

and exploration, invites you to send for more
Information on a free issue.

30. BBC AMERICA SHOP
Bringing you the very best in British entertainment;

award-winning DVDs and videos from your favorite

television shows as well as movies, books, audio

books and other British gifts.

31. L.L. BEAN
Explore the outdoors with apparel and gear from

L.L. Bean. You'll find a broad selection of men's,

women's and kid's apparel, outdoor sporting

gear and home furnishings.

32. MASHANTUCKET PEOUOT MUSEUM
AND RESEARCH CENTER
The award-winning Pequot Museum brings to

life the Native American and natural history of

New England in engaging interactive exhibits.

33. ROSETTA STONE
Rosetta Stone software teaches 30 languages

quickly and easily. Order today and receive

10% off your purchases when you use promo
code nhs007.

MONTANA
34. CUSTER COUNTRY
Custer, Sitting Bull, and Lewis and Clark have
been here. Why haven't you?

U.S. TRAVEL
35. ALABAMA GULF COAST
Spectacular beaches. Outstanding

accommodations. And warmed by sunshine,

history, culture and unspoiled natural beauty.

36. ARIZONA. THE GRAND CANYON STATE.
Arizona Is all about a vibrant variety of color,

cultures, experiences and choices anytime of year.

37. CURRITUCK
The Currituck Outer Banks is more than you

Imagined! Request a free visitor's guide today!

38. NORTH CAROLINA OUTER BANKS
The Outer Banks of North Carolina—Immerse
yourself In culture and history. Here anytime Is

quality time.

39. TUCSON
Tucson, Real. Natural. Arizona. Discover a

new side of nature in our fascinating desert

landscape. The weather's perfect for exploring

our spectacular scenery any time of year.
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SKYLOG
By Joe Rao

Annular eclipse in January

1992, from La Jolla, California

An annular solar eclipse takes place February 7,

visible within a 3,500-mile-long, 360-mile-wide

swath that sweeps through the Southern Ocean and

Antarctica. The Moon, which was at apogee (its farthest

point from Earth) onJanuary 30, is still too far away to

completely cover the brilliant disk ofthe Sun, creating

instead an annulus, or ring, effect. The partial eclipse

will be visible from New Zealand, eastern Australia,

and a handful of South Pacific islands.

Sky watchers in the Western Hemisphere will have

better seats for a total eclipse ofthe Moon, the night of

February 20-21. The Moon first dims as it enters Earth's

penumbra, when, from the point of view of a lunar

inhabitant, only part of the Sun's disc would appear

obscured by Earth. For viewers in the eastern standard time (EST) zone, the "real"

shadow, the umbra, takes its first bite into the Moon at 8 :43 p.m. Totality, when the

entire face ofthe Moon is within the umbra, lasts 51 minutes, from 10:00 to 10:51.

Then the Moon begins to edge out of the umbra, emerging from it completely at

12:09 A.M. During the total phase, the Moon will be passing through the southern

portion of Earth's umbra, whose center is always dark but whose edges tend to

be lighter and more colorful, owing to sunlight that is refracted into the shadow

by Earth's atmosphere. When viewed from north of the equator, the upper part

of the Moon should be a dark gray or chocolate hue, while its lower edge will

appear brighter and splashed with tones of orange or red (for viewers south of the

equator, top and bottom are reversed). As a bonus, the Moon will form a broad

triangle with the bright blue star Regulus and the planet Saturn.

In the western portions of Europe and Africa, viewers will see the eclipse

in the wee hours of morning, before the Moon sets in the west. Meanwhile,

along the western coast of the United States and Canada, the eclipse will begin

as the Moon rises in the east.

Joe Rao (hometown. aol.com/skywayinc) is a broadcast meteorologist and an associate and

lecturer at the Hayden Planetarium in New York City.

February Nights Out

1 Venus stands just above and to the

left of Jupiter, the two separated by just

a little more than the apparent width of

the Moon (Venus is the brighter of the

two planets). This striking duo beckons

in the southeast as the night shades

into the first light of dawn, about an

hour and a half before sunup.

6 The Moon reaches its new phase at

10:45 p.m. EST

7 The Antarctic witnesses an annular

solar eclipse (see above).

11-17 As seen from near latitude 27

degrees north (southern Texas, central

Florida), Mars passes directly overhead

at about 8:00 p.m. local time. During

this week the Red Planet is well placed

for Northern Hemisphere observers in

general.
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13 The Moon reaches first quarter at

10:33 p.m. est

20 The Moon becomes full at 10:31 p.m.

EST, and undergoes a total eclipse (see

above).

24 Saturn arrives at opposition to the

Sun (on the opposite side of Earth from

the Sun), and is visible all night long.

27 Venus—a small but dazzling dot

telescopically—stands just below

Mercury low in the east-southeast. The

two appear above the horizon just one

hour before the Sun.

28 The Moon's last quarter occurs at

9:18 p.m. EST.

29 Leap day helps keep our calendar

in sync with the seasons. The rule is to

add a leap day if the year is divisible by

four (2008 qualifies), but not in a century

year—unless it is divisible by 400.



AMAZON
Award winning lodge in Peru's Tamshiyacu-

Tahuayo Reserve, shown to have the greatest

mammal diversity in the Amazon. Customized

itinerary, from soft family to wilderness camping.

Featuring the Amazon's longest zipline canopy

access. In business since 1981. References avail-

able. Customized economical tours to Cusco and

other sites in Peru as well.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS
800-262-9669 www.perujungle.com

www.peruandes.com

Unique Nature and Cultural Programs
Amazon & Galapagos Cruises, Brazil & Argentina

Marshes, Patagonia, Machu Picchu, and more

^International Tours
800-765-5657

info@solintl.com solintl.com

Amazon. Galapagos,

\ Machu Picchu
M For brochures & custom made tours

'^ Tara Tours 1-800-327-0080
Since 1980 www.taratours.com

Adventure ?1

'SMth & Central America*"^
Travel S|3gcialists /^-^

,, ^
800-344-6118 adventure-life.com

GALAPAGOS ...The Trip of a Lifetime
Specializing in comprehensive, professionally-led,
natural history and photo tours of the Galapagos Islands.

Monthly departures on 14-16 passenger yachts.

(800) 969-9014 • www.galapagoslravel.com
•783 Rio Del Mar Boulevard, Suite #49, Aptos, CA 95003

Costa Rica
10 Day Tour

Call for Choice Dates

Caravan makes it so easy -

and so affordable - for you and your

family to explore the magnificent

rainforests, beaches and volcanoes of

Costa Rica. Your Caravan Costa Rica

tour includes all meals, all activities,

all hotels, all airport transfers, and

all transportation within Costa Rica.

Choose Your Tour-Only $995

10 days Costa Rica Natural Paradise

1

1

days Guatemala with Tikal and Copan

8 days Mexico's Copper Canyon Train

8 days Grand Canyon, Zion, Bryce

8 days California Coast FREE

8 days Canadian Rockies 'i^fo

Guide

^^^^ Fully Escorted Tours Since 1952

Caravan
Caravan.com 1-800-Caravan
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ADVENTL'REai l[ll-E

800-344-6118

Galapagos Islands
j

natural history cruises

for groups and individuals

adventure-life.com

^Photo
Experience.net.
Photo Workshops:
Machu Picchu, Amazon
& Cusco

www.photoexperience,net

Expedition Cruises w/ith Offset Emissions

Small Ships and Yachts with Expert Guides

Alaska. Baja, Costa Rica, Caribbean

Galapagos. Antarctica & More

AdventureSmithExplorations.com 866-270-2875

CaW 64.6-356-6386for

Explorer Guide
rates and information.
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THE HIDDEN TREASURES OF ETHIOPIA

Exhibition inspires thought-provoking questions

By Dirk Van Tuerenhout, Ph.D.. Curator of Anthropology

A sc:^Ti''5i", 't'r:^-dJjiit'r,^ional model of what Lucy might have

looked !;;:i: i.T iiSe siaitd.-; -.ver her actual fossilized remains in the

iinai yJiiic'v' pi ;!'.e e\"^^"->;hon.

Since the world premiere of Lucy's Legacy:

The Hidden Treasures ofEthiopia opened at

the Houston Museum ofNatural Science on

Aug. 31, 2007, tens of thousands ofpeople

have seen the original fossilized remains of

Lucy, an Australopithecus afarensis who died

over 3 million years ago — and remains one of

the oldest and most complete members of the

humanfamily treeyet discovered.

Duringhis tours ofthe exhibition andthrough

his anthropology blog. Dr. Dirk Van Tueren-

hout, the Museum's curator ofanthropology,

has received jnany interesting questions from

both visitors and the general public about

what this fossil means to us today, 33 years

after it was discovered and millions ofyears

after she lived. Here are a few of the most

common questions, a?id Dirk's answers.

Is Lucy the "missing link?"

While it retains a place in the popular

imagination, the term "missing link" is

misleading. It implies a chain of species,

one passing into extinction as another rises

to carry on evolving. But the true story is

actually much more complicated.

The mechanism that supports evolution re-

sides in the genetic changes that occur as a

result of mutations. We are all unique be-

cause of a small number of mutations that

set us apart from our parents. When these

small changes are allowed to accumulate

over vast amounts of time — say millions of

years - the results can be significant. The

fossil record tells us that these results were,

in fact, very significant: hundreds of thou-

sands of animal and plant species flourished

and perished over the last 3.5 billion years.

What the fossil record also clearly shows

is that the life forms that existed millions

of years ago were successful in their own

right. The}' lived and reproduced in num-

bers large enough to maintain their species

over incredibly long periods of time.

We should not fall into the trap of consid-

ering early hominids as a "half-baked" or

"missing link" version of the final perfect

human seen in our times. We would do

better to consider these earlier species as

successful adaptations to the conditions

that were prevalent at that time, all mem-

bers of an extensive "family bush" to which

we also belong.

If you only have the bones, aren't

you limited to information about a

species' size and shape?

With some of the later hominid species, like

the members of the genus Homo, artifacts

like stone tools have been found that give

us fascinating insights into what they were

up to. The earliest stone tools date back to

about 2.6 million years ago - but currently,

the earliest fossil hominids are dated back

to 6, perhaps even 7 million years ago. So

what could we possibly know about the be-

havior of these much older species?

Our ability to reconstruct ancient hominid

behavior predating the earliest known stone

tools is more limited, but it is possible none-

theless. The bones themselves leave us clues.

For examples, fossilized teeth can help

us reconstruct ancient diets. The teeth of

Paranthropus boisei were very large, set in

Hiiu^ton Museum of .Namrai Science - ww-w.nmns.ore
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The fossilized remains of Lucy, a 3.2 million year old Atislralopirheciis afarensis. Found by Donald

Johanson in Ethiopia in 1974. Lucy remains the oldest and most complete adult human ancestor ever

found. Photo by Thomas R. DuBrock.

A life-size photo mosaic of the ceiling of Debre Birhan Selassie Church, created in Gondar. Ethiopia in the

17th century A.D.. dominates a gallery featuring religious artifacts from Christianity. Judaism and Islam.

Photo by Thomas R. DuBrock.

immense jaws, with the lower jaw con-

nected by massive muscles to a bony ridge

on top of the skull. This configuration

suggests the ability to crack open or chew

through some very tough foods.

Given that Paranthropus existed for

900,000 years or more, the retention of

these dental traits must imply that they

served a purpose. As the thinking goes, if

they were eating primarily softer food items,

like berries, then over time, the massive jaw

architecture and the very large teeth would

have diminished in size.

Another approach involves observing the

behavior of living primates and identify-

ing trends or patterns that have a possible

counterpart in the fossil record. Among
some living primates, like gorillas and

orangutans, there is a marked difference in

size between males and females, referred to

as sexual dimorphism.

For example, male orangutans weigh

twice as much as females. They are much
stronger and are prone to violence, with

other males during mating season as well

as with females and their offspring. Long-

term observations have established that

female orangutans prefer to avoid males

outside the mating season.

Similar sexual dimorphism is also seen in

the fossil record, in the skeletons of male

and female Australopithecines. Based on

patterns observed today, and the evident

size differences among fossjl hominids, we

can suggest that such behavior may have

also existed in the past: male Australopith-

ecines acting violently among each other

during mating season as well as against

females and their offspring whenever they

met.

A large mural in the exhibit

shows hominids in their changing

environments - but how can you know
what those environments were like?

In the mural, you'll see Lucy depicted in

a forested environment - but photos from

the site in which she was discovered in 1974

show a barren desert. It appears that 3 mil-

lion years ago, this part of Africa was a lot

more forested that it is today. That is inter-

esting, but how do we know?

Reconstructing an ancient environment,

like the work of a good detective, relies on

looking for as many clues as possible.

One of these clues is pollen, the powder

consisting of pollen grains, which carries

the male sex cells of seed plants. They are

virtually indestructible and easily identifi-

able under a microscope. Soil samples tak-

en from the walls of excavation trenches are

analyzed for their pollen content. This al-

lows us to identify what plants lived in the

area and how they fared over time. Plants

are good indicators of environmental con-

ditions; having a preponderance of tree

pollen during a certain time period would

allow one to suggest that the area was for-

ested at that time.

Fossilized animal remains can also help

reconstruct the environment. Encounter-

ing the remains of tree-dwelling animals is

an indication of the presence of a forested

environment. Fish bones, or the remains of

hippos and crocodiles, would imply a lake

or river environment.

Fluctuations in temperatures over long pe-

riods of time can be retraced using oxygen

isotope analysis in ice samples. Tree ring

data can also tell us about similar changes

in temperatures and rainfall.



Reconstructing ancient environments will

never be as accurate as what we expect to

hear from the weatherman, yet these recon-

structions provide us with a big picture that

is sometimes quite different from what we

see around us today.

How do you know Lucy is 3.12

million years old?

It is fairly easy for all of us to grasp events

that happened a generation or two ago.

Quite often, we have heard such stories

from our parents and grandparents. Most

people can also conceptualize events that

occurred centuries before their time. We
know Napoleon existed, and so did Julius

Caesar. Babylon was a reality as well. But as

we keep going further back in time, ques-

tions arise. How do we know that Lucy

lived 3.12 million years ago?

Radiocarbon, or C14, dating is a very well-

known technique, but it is limited to dating

artifacts from only the past 50,000 years or

so. Since Lucy lived well before that, radio-

carbon is of no use to us in this case.

The approaches used in dating the fossil re-

mains of early humans vary from region to

region. In Africa, there are regions where

we can use volcanic ash to help date the

layers in which, or between which, early

human fossils have been found. This tech-

nique, known as paleomagnetic dating, has

been used in East Africa, including on the

site where Lucy was found.

Another technique used in this area is

biostratigraphy, or the dating oflayers ofrocks

and dirt based on the presence of animal

fossils, which relies on the known and dated

presence of specific animal species.

For example, if animal remains are found

in association with hominid remains, then

one can compare these animal remains

against those found elsewhere, specifically

those found in areas where other dating

techniques are available, to figure out how

old the hominid remains are. Scientists pre-

fer working with animal species that had a

great geographic range and with short-lived

history. (The latter is important so that the

period of time during which they could be

incorporated in the sediment is relatively

narrow and therefore easier to date.)

These approaches reflect flexibility on the

part of scientists. You may be aware of a

technique that would help you date a fossil,

but if you do not have the right material

(like volcanic ash) to work with, then you

have to resort to other approaches.

Lucy's Legacy: The Hidden Treasures of

Ethiopia is on display at the Houston Museum

ofNatural Science through April 27, 2008. If

you have a question for Dirk about Lucy, the

exhibition or anthropology in general, visit

his hlogat www.lucyexhibition.com

Visitors to Lucy's Legacy: The Hidden

Treasures of Ethiopia at the Houston

Museum of Natural Science are invited to

leave their impressions in a book at the end

of the exhibit. Here is a selection:

"Lucy was great. I hope I can discover

something like that when I grow up!"

-Asha

"Lucy's worth more than diamonds. Thank

you! -Az

"We have come from Santiago, Chile to

see the exhibit. Very well done and an

inspiration to go to Ethiopia." - Tracy

"All the way up from Argentina to meet

Lucy, this is Alex thanking you for this

wonderful experience." - Alex

"Please thank the government of Ethiopia

for this once-in-a-lifetime experience!"

— Catherine

"I learned so much. This is a treasure."

-AMA

"We enjoyed the Lucy exhibit! Truly

amazing! We loved the buildup to Lucy's

final life-size model. The human evolution

panoramic was absolutely incredible and

very life-like." — Dawn and Kim

"Hey Lucy! What a joy it was to get to see

you in person!" -Sarah, Meghan and Ryan

"This is a tremendous teaching opportunity

for the youth of Houston." - Jackie

"Absolutely phenomenal! What a pleasure!

What an education!" - Mary

"Absolutely phenomenal! I had no idea how

much Ethiopia added to our civilization!"

- Cindy

"I am glad that my family and I had the

extraordinary opportunity to see Lucy and

to be able to expand our knowledge about

how we are here."

"This answers a lot of questions."

- Michael

"I remember when Lucy was discovered. It's

so exciting to be able to see her in person."

- Christine

"I have been truly blessed to have stood and

looked at Lucy." - Hazel

"Lucy speaks after 3.2 million years., Our

story must be heard." - Faye

A replica of an Aiislralopirliectis afarensis skull, on display at the

entrance to the exhibit. The darker portions indicate the parts of

Lucy's skull that were preserved. Photo by Thomas R. DuBrock.

Houston Museum of Natural Science ~ w\v\v,hinns,oi'g
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Hold your next event

at a place where great

ideas can really take flight

n the right environment, things can really

take off. Looking for someplace different for a

corporate meeting, event or employee incentive

program? Think about the Houston Museum of

Natural Science. For meetings beyond compare,

consult with a Social Butterfly.

FOR INFORMATION ON RATES AND AVAILABLITY

PLEASE CALL: Leslie Goode or Erin Spurgin at
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Chewing the Rat's Tail

By Bruce Anderson, with Cameron Ewart-Smith

w:
fe call it a rat's tail," the wood-
cutter said, sticking the

plant stalk in his mouth. He
chewed a soft, succulent end, let-

ting the rest—which did look dis-

concertingly like a rat's tail—hang

from his mouth. Soon he spat it out

and grunted, "They're good on a

hot day like this."

The woodcutter and I were

working on a patch of sandy soil

in the Western Cape Province of

South Africa, several months after

a wildfire. He was there to clear

the charred skeletons of tall plants,

and I was there for the stubby new
growth sprouting at his feet. In par-

ticular, I was interested in Babiana

riiigens, the plant with the rat-tail

stalk. (I had been studying it with

colleagues at the University of

KwaZulu-Natal and the University

of Toronto.)

The fire had triggered the

B. ringens plants to sprout bright

splashes of red flowers. Those
blooms attract pollinators, namely
sunbirds. Most other bird-pollinat-

ed plants, including B. ringens' clos-

est relative, B.tliHiihergii, have tall

floral displays. But for some reason,

the flowers o£ B. ringens cluster near

the ground, and only a vestigial bud
that almost never opens remains on
top of its long stalk—the "rat's tail."

Why would the uppermost flow-

ers disappear? Perhaps they were too

attractive to grazing animals. But

then why not also lose the seem-

mgly useless stalk? Apparently the

rat-tail structure remained functional

enough to escape the evolutionary

trash bin. My colleagues and I had

wanted to find out whether the stalks

aided visiting pollinators, and if so,

h>.'W. So we did our own chopping.

AS an experiment, we cut the stalks

off a number of the plants and
then watched sunbirds feed. We

Male sunbird, above, probes Babiana

ringens for nectar, picking up

pollen in the process. Below right:

B. ringens blooms only after a iire.

saw a male sunbird—bright, metal-

lic green, with a long tail—land

on a plant with a rat's tail and call

out boldly from his perch. He then

hopped down the stalk and, hang-

ing head down, probed the tubu-

lar flowers for nectar. As the bird

pushed his head deep inside the

flowers to get the last few sips, the

reproductive parts of the flowers

painted pollen on his chest.

Males, we observed, had a strong

preference for plants with perches.

They might be protecting their

long tails from damage by avoid-

ing the ground. Or perhaps they

can better defend their territory

or watch for predators from a lofty

vantage point.

Females, in contrast, are drab and

gray, much less conspicuous. And
they seemed happy enough to rest

on the ground near the experimen-

tal flowers to drink up, though they

used the perches if any were avail-

able. Perhaps they have less to fear

on the ground than the males?

We found that perchless plants

"fathered" far fewer offspring than

plants with perches—and for a

couple of reasons. For one, the birds

feeding from the ground picked up
little pollen on their bodies. Plants

without perches also had far fewer

visits from birds, making self-

pollination more common. That's

a form of inbreeding, and inbreed-

ing brings perils in plants just as

it does in humans. (Think of the

"Habsburg chin," an overgrown
jaw so grotesque that it impaired

eating: it arose in Spanish royalty

who married close relatives around

the time of the Renaissance.) One
of those perils is producing few

seeds. The rat's tail, we think, helps

maximize seed production and

minimize self-pollination by at-

tracting sunbirds.

tried to tell the woodcutter that he

might have hurt the plant by nab-

bing its perch. He gazed at me
suspiciously. Later, as I headed back

to my car, I saw him pause, lean on

his axe, and stare at the red flowers

at his feet. He wiped his brow and

shook his head, then resumed work.

Bruce Anderson is a biologist at the

University of Stelknboscli in South Africa.

He has a strong interest in the ei'ohition

and persistence of plant-animal interactions.

Cameron Ewart-Smith is afreelance

writer and photograplier based in Cape

Town. He is the editor qfWild, a ii'ildlife

magazine published in Africa.
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Animals enrich our lives in so many ways.

They give us joy, protection, companionship,

and unconditional love.

But they need our help too. Join us in

confronting animal cruelty in all its forms.

Visit humanesociety.org to find out what

vou can do.

^^P\ THE HUMANE SOCIETY
^ OF THE UNITED STATES

Celebrating Animals
|

Confronting Cruelty
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"My husband Woody and I stepped out of the Chiquibul Rainforest and felt

like we had just discovered a lost civilization; there in front of us stood Caracol

the largest of Belize's Maya ceremonial centers.

The temple and surrounding scenery are magnificent, with

lush palm trees and orchids growing beautifully in the wild.

We took a break for a moment in the cool shade of the

temple and watched a green iguana bobbing its head up
and down as if nodding hello. We hiked the whole area

with our wonderful guide. Rocky Mai, who gave us a

running commentary on the Maya in perfect English.

Belizeans are the friendliest people we've come across in

our travels, and the country itself is amazing. One minute

you're hiking through an untamed ecosystem, the next 1^

you're walking through the door of a plush resort with all the

amenities. This is my idea of roughing it."

- Ann Bridges -

Make time for the adventure ofyour life.
You can tell us about your Belize adventure at www.travelbelize.org/mystory

Call 1-800-624-0686 or visit our
website: www.travelbelize.0r2
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